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A C O N T E M P O R A RY W AY T O O F F E R A R E A L C L A S S I C .
Elevate classic comfort with melty, creamy 9-month-aged white New York Sharp Cheddar and tender cavatappi.
With no preservatives, artificial flavors or artificial colors, it’s scratch-made taste you can be proud to call your own.
Contact your Nestlé Professional Sales Representative at 800-288-8682 or nestleprofessional.com/stouffers.
All trademarks are owned by Société des Produits Nestlé S.A., Vevey, Switzerland.

Reaching Back to
Move Forward
It all starts with the basics. From creating a new menu item to running
a profitable restaurant, getting the fundamentals right is essential
to building a foundation for long-term success. In the latest issue of
Food Fanatics®, we’re going back to basics to help you find new ways
to move forward.

YOUR PASSPORT
TO QUALITY

A great example is chicken, America’s favorite protein. Smart chefs
begin with the basics – starting with a quality bird, seasoning properly,
cooking to just the right temperature and letting it rest – and then build
on presentation, complementary side dishes and next-level flavors to
make it special and sell at an even better price point.

We go to great lengths to locate authentic premium ingredients
from the best regional sources. Because providing distinctive quality
means going a little farther. Explore your inspiration at usfoods.com,
where you can order from a selection of oils, grains and
extraordinary flavors from around the world.

In this issue, we also explore how savvy chefs are using “forgotten”
cuts of protein to reinvent the basics – transforming otherwise
straightforward beef and pork dishes into on-trend attention-getters.
Learn more about how rebranding these overlooked cuts, like the
underutilized baseball, bavette and zabuton for beef and porterhouse
and cotta for pork, can provide new room for menu creativity while
also controlling food costs.
And don’t limit your embrace of the fundamentals to the kitchen. In
this issue, we offer ways to maximize your private dining potential by
understanding how to meet diners’ basic needs and then build loyalty.
We’ll also share stories of how operators are going green – and
saving money – by rethinking the basics in their operations.
Improving your menu and your business doesn’t require a total
transformation. By looking back to the basics, you’ll move forward
with a stronger, more profitable business.
Good luck, and enjoy the issue!

Pietro Satriano
President and Chief Executive Officer
US Foods®

© 2017 US Foods, Inc. 10-2017-FOF-2017100205

© 2017 US Foods, Inc. 10-2017-FOF-2017100205

FOOD
PEOPLE

DISCOVER
SACRED GROUNDS
We search high and low for the full-bodied character and singular quality
only the best regional sources can provide. Explore your inspiration at
usfoods.com, where you can order from a selection of coffees, teas
and other speciality ingredients from around the world.

bittersweet
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❱ Hot chocolate, the
mild, milky drink
topped with a couple of
marshmallows, occupies
the sleepy corner of the
beverage menu right
next to orange juice.

“Regular hot chocolate is sold to children and
people who are having a bad day,” says Gabriella
Mann, owner of Baba Cool in Brooklyn, New York.
Nearly half of all Americans like hot chocolate,
according to research firm Datassential, yet only 17
percent of restaurants serve it. But give the drink
an edge—spiking it, swapping chocolate in for cocoa
powder or reimagining it as an energizing elixir—
and adults will likely order it no matter what kind of
day they’re having.
The key is curbing its sweetness and emphasizing
its richness. In San Francisco, Dandelion
Chocolate’s European-style drinking chocolate
($4.50) tastes like drinking bittersweet chocolate
bars. A recipe for hot chocolate from Soframiz, the
cookbook from popular Cambridge, Massachusetts,
bakery Sofra, made the rounds among food blogs for
its unexpected inclusion of bitter-rich tahini. Wine
doesn’t hurt, either—a trend that started gaining
traction last year.
On the following pages, three chefs share their
hot chocolate recipes for grown-ups. Mann’s
version contains Ayurvedic herbs with energizing
properties, making it an alluring afternoon pickme-up. Pastry Chef Rene Cruz opts for brown sugar
instead of white for a rich hot chocolate perfect for
dipping beignets and using in after-dinner drinks at
Presidio Social Club in San Francisco. And Chefowner Javier Canteras of Urdaneta in Portland,
Oregon, embraces the red-wine, hot chocolate
combo, topping his creation with sherry whipped
cream.
The lesson? A little bitterness makes things that
much sweeter.
8
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The Healthy Edge
What it is: Hot chocolate made with raw cacao,
coconut oil, honey and Ayurvedic herbs. It’s free of
dairy and refined sugars.

Mann offers two kinds of hot chocolate at Baba
Cool: classic ($3.50) and “activated” ($5), with the
latter designed to be an energizing sipper. Raw cacao
mixed with the herb ashwagandha, prized for its
energy-boosting and stress-reducing properties,
serves as the base of the activated drink, along with
maca: the powder form of a root known for its moodlifting elements. The base is blended with either
water or a choice of milk for smoothness and raw
honey for sweetness.
Inspiration: Mann created the drink to satisfy her
own daily chocolate cravings, while also hoping to
create something that flat-out tasted good.
Sweetness Index: Herbs add nutty and bitter
notes, but in a way that works against the honey and
raw cacao. “I was trying to find that balance where
hot chocolate wasn’t super sweet,” she says.
Loyalty Factor: Mann’s “activated” hot chocolate
appeals to an audience that wouldn’t otherwise
order the drink, so they are willing to pay a little
more. “If there is a healthier option, people feel
better about actually ordering it,” she says.

“Activated” Hot Chocolate
Owner Gabriella Mann
Baba Cool Cafe, Brooklyn, New York

2 cups of water or milk, your choice
1½ tablespoons raw cacao
1 teaspoon ashwagandha powder
1 teaspoon maca powder
1 teaspoon coconut oil
1 tablespoon raw honey
Cinnamon as needed
Combine all ingredients in a pot and bring to boil. Serve with
a sprinkle of cinnamon on top. Makes 1 to 2 servings.

FoodFanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Red Wine Drinking
Chocolate with
Sherry Whipped
Cream

The Red Wine Edge

Chef Javier Canteras,

What it is: A creamy dark chocolate drink made

Urdaneta, Portland, Oregon

with red wine.

Urdaneta, a Basque-inspired tapas restaurant in
Portland, Oregon, serves its churros with a rotating
variety of hot chocolate. Among them, the red wine
drinking chocolate topped with sherry whipped
cream has been a hit. Canteras also occasionally
tops the chocolate with sherry marshmallows.
Inspiration: When Canteras was growing up, the
holiday season was marked by Spanish chocolate
(often filled with nuts), which his family paired
with whatever red wine was left over after the
meal. Canteras returned to the idea for this hot
chocolate, adding red wine to a milk-and-cream
base, then melting in dark chocolate. The sherry in
the whipped cream evokes nuttiness, like hazelnuts
or almonds.
Sweetness Index: The key is picking a wine that’s
bold but not too acidic or tannic, since the imported
Spanish chocolate also carries acidity. Garnacha is
a good choice. Canteras also tried white wine and
white chocolate, but the high acidity of the wine
and the flat richness of the cocoa butter doomed
the pairing.
Loyalty Factor: While many customers might
show initial reservations about the combination,
their response is often resoundingly positive once
they try it. “People have certainly come back just to
have that,” Canteras says. “The response is surprise
and interest all at the same time.”
10
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10 ounces dark chocolate
1½ cups bold red wine
1 cup whole milk
1 cup heavy cream
Rind of 1 orange
1 vanilla bean, cut in half
and scraped or 1 teaspoon
vanilla extract
¼ cup white sugar
¼ teaspoon kosher salt
Sherry whipped cream,
recipe follows
Combine all ingredients
except the chocolate and
stir until hot—but not boiling.
Turn off heat and stir in
chocolate until completely
melted and smooth; strain.
Pour into mugs and top
with a heaping spoonful
of sherry whipped cream.
Makes 2 servings.
To make sherry whipped
cream: Combine 1 cup
heavy cream, 2 tablespoons
white sugar and 3 tablespoons cream sherry wine in
a medium bowl. Whisk until
stiff peaks form; refrigerate.

FoodFanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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The Dual-Purpose Edge
What it is: A rich, dunkable hot chocolate that
doubles as a base for cocktails.

Brioche beignets have been on the menu at Presidio
Social Club for more than a decade, and for at least
half that time, they’ve been paired with 2.5-ounce
shots of hot chocolate for dipping. The current
version, made with brown sugar and bittersweet
chocolate, also acts as the foundation for a hot mint
chocolate cocktail, which is spiked with Branca
Menta, an amaro made with mint syrup.
Inspiration: Pastry Chef Rene Cruz modified the
old hot chocolate recipe (based on Mexican hot
chocolate) to make it more versatile. Thickness is
achieved by infusing the milk with vanilla and then,
while off the heat, nearly equal parts dark chocolate
and brown sugar are blended in.
Sweetness Index: “I use brown sugar to get more
of that molasses richness,” Cruz says. “The brown
sugar helps it not go overly sweet.”
Loyalty Factor: The restaurant regularly goes
through 2 to 3 gallons a day. To keep up, Cruz heats
it up in batches and holds it in a thermos.

‘TIS THE SEASON TO BE

cozy & warm

Brown Sugar Hot Chocolate
Pastry Chef Rene Cruz
Presidio Social Club, San Francisco

16 ounces whole milk
½ fresh vanilla bean or 1 tablespoon vanilla extract
4 ounces dark chocolate, 72% cacao
3 ounces dark brown sugar
Pinch of salt

31

%

Growth of
Mexican hot
chocolate on
menus over
the past four
years
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50

%

Consumers
familiar with
Mexican hot
chocolate
Source: Datassentials

Warm milk and vanilla in a sauce pan over low heat but
do not boil. Add chocolate, sugar and salt to melt. Remove
vanilla bean if used. Use immersion blender to make extra
smooth. Strain through fine sieve and serve. n

Kate Leahy is a San Francisco-based freelance
journalist, recipe developer and cookbook author who
has worked in restaurant kitchens on both coasts.
Follow her on Instagram @Kateleahycooks.

Since 1894, Ambrosia has been creating smiles with each sip.
Treat your customers to an indulgent hot chocolate using our Ambrosia Elite bittersweet
chocolate. The Elite will give your hot drinks a full chocolate flavor with an ultra-smooth
texture, and it’s sure to create smiles!
Want to add something special on top? Our Ambrosia portfolio offers semisweet and
other flavored mini chips that are ideal for toppings. To learn more, contact your Cargill
Foodservice Representative or visit us online.

cargill.com/food-beverage/na/ambrosia
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Butcher & the Larder’s Rob
Levitt, opposite page, offers
new name cuts for the Stock
Cafe at Chicago-based Local
Foods and chefs who want
to differentiate their menus.
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Chop It Like It’s Hot
A chop isn’t just a chop anymore. Check
out these cool cuts making the rounds.
❱ Grilled pork tomahawk chop with apple
ginger frutta, arugula and opal basil ($75)
Bestia; Los Angeles
❱ Pork porterhouse with creamless creamed
corn and cherry mostardo ($34)
The Ravenous Pig; Winter Park, Florida
❱ Red Wattle country chop with gigante beans,
ramps and salsa verde ($33)
Vinegar Hill House; Brooklyn, New York
❱ Tender belly bone-in pork chop with avocado
chimichurri, shaved squash and grilled okra ($32)
Mattie’s; Austin, Texas

16
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Pushing Pork

Edward Sura of NoMI,
above, butchers a hog for
the coppa roast.

Branded Beef

Get the recipe for
NoMI’s specialty
coppa dish at
FOODFANATICS.COM

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SEAN MCGILL

The Cattlemen’s Beef Board and the National
Pork Board have spent over a decade working on the
reclassification of protein nomenclature, spurring
the rise of less-expensive secondary cuts.
In 2002, the National Pork Board began
conducting a study of all the muscles in the shoulder
and leg, according to Stephen Gerike, the board’s
assistant vice president of Channel Marketing. Six
years later, as whole animal butchering became
increasingly popular in restaurant kitchens, the
board decided to standardize language for chops and
steaks, eventually unveiling the new names in the
North American Meat Institute’s 2014 annual Meat
Buyer’s Guide.
By finding uses for specific muscles within larger
primal cuts, more value could be created for farmers
selling their animals and operators menuing
them. The new terminology also helped educate
consumers, which encouraged repeat orders and
allowed operators to position proteins as premium
and affordable offerings.
“If I put an organic applewood grilled pork chop
with local mushrooms and ramps on my menu, you
have no idea what that pork chop is,” says Gerike. “It
could be any loin or rib chop. Whereas if you say a
porterhouse chop, they’re familiar with it from the

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SEAN MCGILL

When the coppa roast is on the menu at NoMI
Kitchen in Chicago, Edward Sura’s regulars want
to know.
“We have a lot of loyalists that have been coming
here who say, ‘Let me know when you get the coppa
roast,’” says the chef de cuisine. “So, if we know
that we have the coppa roast, we’ll call and let them
know.”
Sura leaves the coppa—the circular extension
of the loin that goes into the top of the shoulder
and the ribs—whole and ties it into a barrel shape
before roasting it to medium and slicing. It plates
beautifully, he says, but more importantly customers
are intrigued by the unfamiliar name.
“People want something different that they
haven’t seen before,” he says. “To be able to offer
that and give them a story behind it was an easy
transition for us, and made it easier to sell and brand
it to customers.”
Over the past decade, the meat industry has affixed
new names to less-expensive yet highly flavorful
secondary cuts, creating a greater awareness for
things like porterhouse pork chops, country-style
ribs, baseball sirloin and Denver steak. As the
restaurant industry struggles to contain rising costs,
these trendy cuts offer tremendous potential for
operators to profit in more ways than one.

beef cut, which helps take out that trepidation.”
Chefs versed in whole animal butchering, like
Chef-owner Justin Carlisle of Ardent in Milwaukee,
have been using cuts like boneless and bone-in loins
for some time. “The boneless loins are basically a
ready-to-go product,” he says. “With circulators, we
just drop in seasonings, seal it up, drop it in and walk
away for an hour and a half.”
Sura of NoMI is partial to Secreto, a trending
Spanish cut that means “secret” but refers to the
muscle underneath the tenderloin of the pig in the
middle of the sirloin. “It’s super tender and has a
ton of flavor,” he says. “You can grill or sear it like
a regular steak. It’s easy to work with and cooks a
lot like a loin, but the shape of it is pretty uniform,
which works really well for us.”

Diners at NoMI
want to know
when the
coppa roast
is available.

Denver steak (also known as zabuton, or “cushion”
in Japanese) is having a moment of its own. At
Butcher & Bee in Nashville, Executive Chef Bryan
Lee Weaver consistently offers the cut as his lone
beef option, positioning it as an excellent substitute
for pricier hanger steak.
Using a marinade made with fermented and burnt
scallion, olive oil, sambal, garlic and shallots, he lets
the Denver steak rest overnight before grilling and
serving it with a side of cucumber noodles with fish
sauce and pickled chilies.
FoodFanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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The Name Game

New name cuts are gaining
traction, including the pork
collar that Butcher & the
Larder’s Rob Levitt carves out
below, and the Denver steak
from the chuck, bottom right.

The beef and pork commodity boards have
issued names for over a dozen cuts that are
now becoming widely available. Here are a
few to keep an eye on.

PORK
SECRETO OR BRISKET
Location: Comes from the outside shoulder and runs
into the densely marbled belly
Good for: Cooking on direct heat, grilling

NEW YORK CHOPS
Location: Loin, opposite of the tenderloin in
porterhouse and T-bone chops, boneless
Good for: Grilling; looks like a New York strip steak

Along with piquing diners’ interests, rebranded
cuts often yield additional savings. Roger Waysok,
executive chef at South Water Kitchen in Chicago,
estimates he saves 30 percent by using baseball
steak, a thick-cut top sirloin that puffs up when it
cooks, which allows him to offset the higher price of
working with local farms.
18
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Location: Chops from the blade end of the loin near
the shoulder, bone-in and boneless
Good for: Cooking medium rare or medium on
direct heat

SIRLOIN CHOPS
Location: Intersection of loin and fresh leg,
bone-in and boneless
Good for: Cutlets, sauteed, or breaded and fried
like schnitzel

Baseball steak, a
thick-cut top sirloin,
seasoned with a
coffee rub (recipe
below) can offset
higher-cost items.

“If I am offering a cut of meat that no one else
is, not only does my purveyor have a lot of it, but
it gives me a corner on the market,” says Waysok.
Because the baseball sirloin boasts an inconsistent
shape, Waysok says that chefs have to get creative
and utilize the ends and scraps where they can.
“Otherwise, it’s very easy to use, grill and cook,”
he says.
Off-cuts of pork can also offer jaw-dropping
savings. According to Gerike, pork bellies currently
cost twice the price of pork loins and three times the
price of fresh legs.
“All the muscles in the leg are perfect for grinding,
for filling, for making cutlets, milanesa, tonkatsu,
schnitzel,” he says, “and they’re almost free.
Wholesale, a whole leg is $1.09.”
Weaver of Butcher and Bee has no complaints
about the Denver steak he gets for about $2.25 a
pound cheaper than a comparable hanger steak.
“Getting a similar steak at a quarter of the price is
pretty nice,” he says.

BEEF
DENVER CUT AKA ZABUTON

Coffee Rubbed
Baseball Steak

Location: Beef chuck, under blade, center-cut steak,
dense marbling, tender
Good for: Steak entrees, fajitas, sandwiches

Executive Chef Roger Waysok
South Water Kitchen, Chicago

PETIT TENDER
Location: Beef chuck, shoulder tender
Good for: Slicing into medallions, serving as
petite Chateaubriand

6 cups salt
6 cups coffee grounds
3 cups sugar
2 cups Spanish paprika
1 cup oregano

BONELESS COUNTRY-STYLE BEEF RIBS

1 cup black pepper

Location: Beef chuck, chuck eye roll steak, boneless
Good for: Serving as a barbecue entree, shredding

1 cup onion powder
1 cup garlic powder
2 baseball steaks
Combine dry ingredients.
Dust steaks with rub, sear
and finish in the oven at 325
F to desired temperature.
Makes 1 serving and 21
cups of seasoning.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANK LAWLOR

Profitable Proteins

COUNTRY CHOPS AND COUNTRY-STYLE RIBS

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL STRABBING

“It’s super easy,” he says. “If you mess up a hanger
steak with butchering, it’s super chewy. (The
Denver) is way easier.”
Executive chef Oliver Ridgeway of Grange
Restaurant and Bar in Sacramento became a
zabuton fan boy after a vendor introduced him to
the cut in 2012. He quickly discovered it worked well
in place of short ribs, especially when braised with
coffee beans and smoky dried chilies.
“If you do a short rib with a similar application,
you’re looking at $34,” Ridgeway says. “I could
probably get it (zabuton) on my menu for $26 with
minimal cleaning.”
Mentions of bavette, a French term for a flavorful
thick-cut flap of beef belly, are up 60 percent over
the past four years on U.S. menus according to the
foodservice research firm Datassential. Chef-owner
Carl Schaubhut of DTB in New Orleans does a simple
marinade of herbs, vinegar, garlic and oil, sears the
flap, then adds butter, fresh thyme, garlic clove and
brown butter.
“It is also called flap meat or flap steak, neither
of which are very sexy on a menu, so we use the
French term,” Schaubhut says. “We like to use these
‘butcher’ cuts because we can use a higher grade like
prime or even wagyu and not have to charge $60.”

BASEBALL CUT
Location: Upper part of a top sirloin steak, round, lean
Good for: Entrees, plumps into a round shape
when cooked

MERLOT CUT
Location: Medial beef round, outside round, heel
Good for: Grilling or pan-broiling to medium rare

LAST SEEN
Zabuton, aka Denver cut, can be found at Seven Beef
in Seattle served with roasted tomato, watercress
and chimichurri sauce; New York’s Bevy smokes
Mangalitsa pork collar, which comes with and a side
of mustard and turnips.

FoodFanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Zabuton Pot Roast with
Celery Root Puree
Executive Chef Oliver Ridgeway
Grange Restaurant & Bar, Sacramento

6 5-ounce zabuton steaks, fat trimmed
Kosher salt, as needed
Freshly ground black pepper, as needed
¼ cup olive oil
2 onions, chopped
6 stalks celery, chopped
2 carrots, peeled and diced
1 small fennel bulb, diced
1 leek, white part only, diced
3 garlic cloves, minced
2 tablespoons tomato paste
1 bottle dry red wine
6 thyme sprigs
2 rosemary sprigs
1 tablespoon brown sugar
6 cups beef stock
Celery root puree, recipe follows
Chives, chopped, for garnish
Season steaks with salt and pepper and sear all

Roasted Winter
Vegetable Mashed Bowl

sides until caramelized in a Dutch oven heated
with olive oil; set aside.
Saute onions, celery, carrots, fennel and leek
over medium-low heat, 20 minutes. Add garlic
and saute 2 minutes. Add tomato paste and

Simple ingredients.
Simply delicious.

wine, bring to a boil and reduce liquid by half,
about 15 minutes. Add 1 tablespoon salt and
1 teaspoon pepper. Tie thyme and rosemary
together and add to the pot with sugar and beef
stock. Bring to a boil; transfer ingredients to a
hotel pan.
Cover and braise in a preheated 300 F degree
oven 2 hours or until meat is tender. Remove

NEW Lamb’s Supreme® Butter Mashed Skin-On Simple Recipe

meat and vegetables, discard herbs and skim
excess fat. Reduce sauce; warm meat with
puree. Garnish with chives.
To make celery root puree, bring 3 cups whole
milk, 3 cups water and 1 tablespoon salt to boil.
Add 2 ½ pounds peeled and cubed celery root,
1 medium peeled and cubed russet potato, and
1 quartered small onion and simmer until tender,
about 30 minutes. Drain and process vegetables
with 5 tablespoons butter until smooth. Season

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL STRABBING

vegetables, serve with sauce and celery root

Potatoes. Butter. Sea salt. Just three simple ingredients make our deliciously creamy butter
mashed potatoes simply irresistible. Perfect for on-trend recipes like savory vegetable
bowls and crispy croquettes, these unique potatoes are just what your guests want now.
See what’s possible and request a sample at LambWeston.com

to taste with salt and white pepper. n
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Buddha’s
Hand

❱ Chefs are finally seeing
the bright side of citrus fruits.

Long relegated to ornamentation or an extra spritz
of acidity to completed dishes, diners’ growing
affection for cuisines rich with acidic and sweet-sour
flavors have broadened the appeal of citrus across
all demographics.
According to foodservice research firm
Technomic, citrus fruit usage in U.S. restaurants has
risen 15.6 percent from 2012 to 2017, including a 19
percent increase for blood oranges and 9 percent for
bergamot within the last year.
Winter is the best time to start squeezing, as
it’s the season when citrus fruits yield the most
juice and richest flavors. Versatile intensity and
acidity lends to creativity, whether it’s dressing up
healthy dishes, spiking raw bar options or evolving
bestsellers like steak and lamb.
“During the winter months, diners tend to get
bored to death of the same old stuff,” says Chef
Alex Harrell of Angeline in New Orleans. “Citrus
can make familiar wintertime dishes pop, creating
bursts of flavor and color in surprising ways.”

Drop citrus into
your acid arsenal
BY PETER GIANOPULOS
22
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Blood
orange

PHOTOGRAPHY BY VICKI LILEY

Show Some Skin

Citrus prices dip during the winter months, but
Chef Anthony Lamas squeezes food costs by making
use of peels and piths at Seviche in Louisville,
Kentucky.
By extracting pungent oils from leftover lemon
skins with a simple handheld citrus juicer, Lamas
says the oil has a “magical effect” by pulling out the

STRANGER THINGS

Embrace the unexpected with these
unconventional citrus fruits.

BUDDHA’S HAND

YUZU

Flavor: Lemon notes with
almost no acidity. Think
sweet lemongrass.
Last seen: At Bad Wolf
Coffee in Charleston,
South Carolina, Chef
Jonathan Ory candies
Buddha’s Hand rounds,
reserves the syrup, and
uses it to glaze cakes
and pastries.

Flavor: Smells like a
grapefruit but tastes like
the tangiest of limes.
Last seen: Chef Shota
Nakajima spikes a classic
miso with yuzu juice and
zest at Adana in Seattle.

SATSUMA
Flavor: Sugary sweet as a
tangerine, but with tons of
acidity.
Last seen: At Angeline in
New Orleans, Chef Alex
Harrell ferments the fruits
and adds spicy habaneros
to make a one-of-a-kind
hot sauce.

KUMQUAT
Flavor: The anti-orange:
sweet skins belie pucker-inducing flesh.
Last seen: Kumquats cut
through beef and heavy
cheeses, which is why
Chef Andy D’Amico of 5
Napkin Burger in New
York makes a kumquat
jam and folds it into a
rosemary aioli.
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FOOD GEEK ALERT

Save the residual
juice for another use
after cutting blood
orange or other
citrus supremes.

For the chemistry
behind why
citrus makes your
dishes pop, go to
FOODFANATICS.COM

essential juices from other vegetables and working
as a tenderizer for winter proteins. He marinates
lamb shanks with lemon oil, peels and juice,
rosemary, olive oil, garlic and chipotles, then sous
vides the mix before the shanks are braised.
“The citrus flavors really wake things up,” he says.
“Diners know it’s a winter dish, but they can feel and
taste the summertime in it.”
At Eden in Chicago, Chef Devon Quinn
marries beef with bergamot, a striking electricgreen or yellow fruit whose perfume smells like
a flowering citrus tree. His bavette steak gets
paired with a vermouth-spiked, charred Vidalia
onion and bergamot salsa verde made from
bergamot puree, shallots, celery, orange bits, lime
and spices, all of which is anchored with a sprig of
bitter bergamot pith.
“The scent is so strong you can almost taste it,”
Quinn says. “Diners love it because memories are
evoked through the olfactory senses. It literally
takes people to Sicily and Asia.”

Bergamots

Grapefruit curd and
segments cut the
richness of Chef Mary
Radigan’s prosciuttowrapped monkfish.
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Preserving citrus fruits can be labor intensive,
but Chef Michael Harvey of Lowcountry Bistro
in Charleston, South Carolina, says it’s worth it.
Creating what he calls the perfect “harmony of
sweet and sour,” he uses preserved citrus to brighten
everything from butter-braised crab to crudo.
“Preserving lemons is extremely economical,”
he says. “I’ve personally stored them for up to
three months.”
Harvey boils lemons in water to remove the wax
and cuts them into paper-thin slices. Using a hotel
pan, he lays down a base layer of sugar, spice, brunoise
garlic and shallot, then adds a row of lemons. The mix
sits for up to three days, gets flipped, rests for another
couple of days, then is rinsed and stored in olive oil.
At Sazzy B in Kenosha, Wisconsin, Chef Mary
Radigan prefers creating grapefruit curd by
thickening reduced grapefruit juice with eggs, sugar,
butter and grapefruit zest using a double boiler.
The resulting pudding—which softens grapefruit’s
bitterness—works to cut through a rich prosciuttowrapped monkfish with pork belly.
“When people say they don’t like strong fish flavors,
what they’re really saying is they don’t want to taste
all the fat in a fish,” she says. “Increasing the acidity
in a dish can help, especially if you create something
creamy with a nice mouthfeel.”

MONKFISH PHOTOGRAPHY BY SEAN MCGILL

Preserve and Protect

HOT
PEELS

Citrus has
skyrocketed
on menus with
these types
leading the
pack.
*Source: Datassential’s Menu
Trends 2017 survey showing increases over the last four years.

YUZU

70%
67%
42%

CARA CARA ORANGE

PRESERVED LEMON
Rub the zest of bergamot
and other citrus with
ingredients (such as salt
or sugar) to release its
fragrant oils.
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True Colors

Colorful arrays of oranges can infuse bright
summer hues into drab wintertime presentations,
adding complex undercurrents of sugar-kissed
bitterness. Experimenting with seafood is a good
place to start, especially by swapping in oranges
where you might otherwise use lemons.
Chef Jamie Adams of il Giallo in Atlanta gilds
shrimp scampi with blood orange juice and
segments, creating a flavor profile that hovers
between mandarins and bitter grapefruit. When
servers carry the dish’s dramatic reddish-pink color
through the dining room, heads turn.
Blood orange mignonette transforms stone-white
scallops on the half shell into a striking crimson
hue at Salt Traders Coastal Cooking in Round Rock,
Texas. Shellfish skeptics became instant believers,
increasing raw bar sales.
“We started testing them a few months ago, and
they received such a great reaction we had to find a
way to bring them back,” says Chef Chris Ten Eyck.
Bold citrus colors also appeal to health-conscious
diners. At True Food Kitchen, which has locations
nationwide, Chef Michael Sullivan folds orange and
grapefruit segments into a chunky guacamole made
with black Tuscan kale, avocado, garlic, scallions
and poblano peppers.
“A lot more people are looking at the health
benefits of food, but they want the food to taste good
as well,” says Sullivan, True Food’s manager of
culinary standards. “Citrus is the answer. It makes
colors pop on a plate and opens up people’s palates.” n

IN G T HE S T E A K
R
B
E
W

YOU BRING
Bergamot-Celery
Salsa Verde
tops the bavette
steak at Eden
in Chicago.

Share your takes
on citrus
@FOODFANATICS

Kale Guacamole
with Housemade
Pita Chips
Chef Michael Sullivan
True Food Kitchen,
locations nationwide

Bergamot-Celery Salsa Verde

4 avocados, pitted

Chef Devon Quinn

½ cup kale, blanched and

Eden, Chicago

chopped

²⁄3 cup orange segments, supremed
¹⁄3 cup shallots, brunoise
¹⁄3 cup celery, brunoise
¹⁄3 cup lime segments, supremed

½ cup grapefruit segments
¹⁄3 cup poblano peppers,
charred, seeded and

¹⁄3 cup bergamot puree

chopped
¹⁄8 cup cilantro, chopped
¹⁄8 cup green onions,

¼ cup parsley, chopped   

chopped

¼ cup radish, chopped

½ teaspoon sea salt

2 tablespoons chives, chopped   

Housemade pita chips,

1 tablespoon oregano, chopped

your recipe

1 tablespoon tarragon, chopped  
¹⁄3 cup lemon oil
²⁄3 cup extra virgin olive oil  

Lightly smash avocados.

Kosher salt and black pepper to taste

segments, poblano, cilantro,

the

SIZZLE.
THE MOST AMAZING DISHES BEGIN WITH THE FINEST CUTS OF MEAT.
At Stock Yards®, we’ve been providing chefs with expertly cut and portioned
steaks and chops for over 120 years. Our master butchers meticulously prepare
every quality-aged cut so that when it arrives in your kitchen, it’s 100% prepped
and ready for your next masterpiece. Let us cut something special for you.
Contact your US Foods® sales representative or visit www.usfoods.com.

Combine kale, grapefruit
green onions, and salt

Combine all ingredients except oils. Whisk oils to emulsify;

until incorporated. Serve

fold into ingredients. Adjust seasonings. The salsa is paired

with pita chips. Makes 4 to

with a bavette steak. Makes about 3 cups.

6 servings.
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that sad, over-roasted half-chicken near the
bottom of the page. Worse yet: a dry chicken breast,
practically tofu with feathers. It’s the one protein
staple for the most unadventurous of eaters.
Well, long live chicken. It doesn’t need to
be boring. Novel preps, clever sides, heritage
birds, healthy applications and show-stopping
presentations can wake up the sleepiest of palates
and attract even hardcore carnivores back to the
once-humble yardbird. Just because it’s healthy,
low in fat and relatively inexpensive doesn’t mean it
shouldn’t blow diners away.
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❱ You see it on thousands of menus:

IRD TA
IT B

Introducing the Greatest Chicken
in the World

KES OFF

Before the advent of factory farming, chicken
was a luxury protein akin to lobster. Birds grew
slow, lived long and enjoyed the kind of free-range
exercise that builds muscle, burns fat and develops
real flavor. These creatures still walk the earth.
At Le Coq Rico, the Manhattan outpost of his
Parisian “bistro of beautiful birds,” Chef Antoine
Westermann serves five heritage breeds, each
with distinct flavors and textures. For his Alsatian
baeckeoffe, a French casserole dish, a whole bird is
cooked low and slow in an earthenware vessel with
Riesling, artichokes, tomatoes, potatoes and onions.
Westermann uses a large, juicy, rich-tasting
breed called a Brune Landaise because it’s closest
to the Poulet de Bresse he gets in France ($140).
Birds of this pedigree command a high price for a
good reason.
“They have a longer life—up to 90 days longer than
that of a regular chicken—and require high-quality
grains, special housing and transportation directly
from the small farmers to our restaurant,” he says.
“Only a small amount of each of these breeds is
raised by each farmer, and these factors have an
influence on the price.”

BY MIKE SULA
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Bring it with a Brine

A 24-hour brine is critical to infusing the
flavors of Morocco into the family-style whole
chicken with preserved lemon and green olives at
Mourad in San Francisco. Chef Mourad Lahlou
submerges the organic pasture-raised birds in a
brew of water, sugar, salt, preserved lemons,
cracked green olives, parsley, thyme, bay leaf, garlic,
whole black peppercorns and Spanish saffron. Then
they air dry in the walk-in for three days to ensure
a crispy skin. The chickens are roasted to order
and broken down into eight pieces, plattered, and
glazed with olive and preserved lemon syrup, then
garnished with fried parsley and cipollini onions
roasted in chermoula.

The chicken at Crossroads in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, is
deboned, flattened and pan
roasted in a cast iron skillet
(opposite page) and served
with a mustard tarragon sauce.
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At San Francisco’s Souvla, Chef Tony Cervone
discovered a magical brine sitting right under his
nose in the buckets of feta cheese the restaurant
uses for its signature Greek sandwiches and salads.
He dilutes the salty leftover liquid by half, then
submerges whole chickens in it overnight. They’re
rubbed with dehydrated lemon peel, black pepper
and oregano, spun on the rotisserie, and sold out the
door for $20 apiece.
“It stays this really caramelized brown,” he says.
“But the flavor is what really made it for us. It’s so
different from a normal brine. It has this creamy
salinity to it, and you really taste the tart saltiness of
the feta in the chicken.” Doesn’t hurt his costs either.
“We’re using that whole bucket of feta, when before
we were throwing away this liquid,” he says. “We’re
able to save a little there.”

Chickens on the Spit Go Round and Round

Casual rotisseries are a neighborhood fixture
throughout France, prompting Chef Michael
Denoun and his partner to bring an outpost of their
Parisian mini-chain Mon Petit Poulet to California.
At their Venice Beach location, they spin organic
birds over basins of jus, seasoned with onions,
carrots and a turmeric-curry spice blend. The
roasting chickens add their fat to the liquid spiked
with herbs (thyme, rosemary) or fruit (figs, olives,
oranges), depending on the order. Birds are sold by
weight with a serving of jus ($9.95 per pound).
There’s room for a rotisserie in upscale spots,
too. The Argentinian grill at the Brass Rabbit in
Healdsburg, California, is outfitted with a rotisserie
attachment that Chef Shane McAnelly uses to roast
half chickens brined in lemongrass, makrut lime
leaf, onions, bay leaf, coriander, black peppercorn
and garlic.
“(During prep) we poke a bunch of really small
holes in the skin. We found that it really gets the
crispiest skin that way, (as) the fat would escape and
cause the fire to caramelize that area,” he says.
During service, cooks crisp the chicken in saute
pans, deglaze with a chimichurri that echoes the
brine formula and serve it with a panzanella salad of
grilled bread and stone fruit.

Boning and Bricking

Despite the ubiquitous status of roasted chicken,
it’s incredibly challenging to maintain the delicate
equilibrium of perfectly cooked dark and white
meat. At Crossroads inside the Carolina Inn in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, Executive Chef
Brandon Sharp takes out the guesswork with pollo
al mattone, laying a thin film of garlic oil in a hot
30
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HERITAGE BIRDS
LAST SEEN
Loyal Nine in Cambridge, Massachusetts, serves
roasted chicken with charred cabbage, oyster
vinaigrette and potato salad with pan drippings ($19)
while Proxi in Chicago takes an Asian spin with
cilantro pesto chicken and tamarind-chili sauce ($22)

iron skillet and pressing boned-out half chickens
under a foil-wrapped construction brick.
“I think it’s the perfect technique for cooking
an entree-sized chicken,” he says. “Takes about 12
minutes. It cooks 90 percent of the way on the skin
side. We just flip it over, and the meat just needs a
little kiss on the other side. Everything cooks to the
same juiciness.”
Sharp serves it as a play on the classic French
combination of rabbit with mustard, using whipped
Yukon Gold mashed potatoes, caramelized Brussels
sprouts and a mustard tarragon sauce. “I tend to
put more emphasis on a chicken entree because it’s
often for people who can’t decide what to order,” he
says. “I don’t want it to be a concession. I want it to
be stimulating. And I don’t want our guests to have
to work with a knife and a fork trying to debone a
chicken on the plate.”

At Le Coq Rico,
Antoine Westermann
serves five different
heritage chicken
breeds harvested at
different ages. The
birds are poached
gently for one hour,
roasted for 30 minutes
and served with a pot
of jus and a green
salad. Here’s a look at
some of his best birds.
• NEW HAMPSHIRE
(120 DAYS): Strong
body, loves running
and fighting, which
results in very tasty,
juicy meat without a
lot of fat.
• PLYMOUTH ROCK
(110 DAYS): Cool
and easy living, this
relaxed bird eats
greedily and puts on
fat easily, resulting in
a juicy, toothsome,
elegant taste.

Chicken is Healthy (Except When It’s Not)

Delia Champion was betting against the
McDonald’s down the street in pork-loving Atlanta
when she opened her first Delia’s Chicken Sausage
Stand, which serves everything from sliders and
tacos to lasagna and chili made from four propriety
chicken sausage blends.
She’s been a lifesaver for folks who don’t eat
pork for health or religious reasons, but her best
customers are the ones coming in after the bars
close for something a little more indulgent. ’DaBomb
is her signature item, a sage-forward breakfast patty
served under a fried egg with cheddar and sourcherry cream cheese between a split and griddled
Krispy Kreme doughnut. Thought it’s a bestseller,
she admits it’s not for everyday eating. “It’s fun, and
if you’re young and drunk, it’s memorable,” she says.
“It’s like savory French toast.” n

Mike Sula is a James Beard award-winning writer
who’s down with birds that don’t flock together when it
comes to creativity.

• RHODE ISLAND
(120 DAYS): Moderate
size, calm and easygoing with a rustic and
flavorful taste.

‘Da Bomb Breakfast
Sausage Sandwich
Owner Delia Champion
Delia’s Chicken Sausage
Stand, Atlanta and other
area locations

2 tablespoons dark brown
sugar
2 tablespoons kosher salt
2 tablespoons paprika
1 tablespoon crushed red
pepper flakes
1 tablespoon garlic powder
1 tablespoon white pepper
2 teaspoons black pepper
2 teaspoons dry sage
1 teaspoon thyme
1 teaspoon savory
1 teaspoon cayenne
5 pounds chicken thighs,
skin on, deboned, cubed
Krispy Kreme doughnut,
split and griddled
1 slice cheddar
1 fried egg
Sour-cherry cream cheese,
softened, your recipe
Combine spices and toss

• BRUNE LANDAISE
(120 DAYS): Cool
and easy living bird,
raised free-range and
grain-fed with a large
body, which delivers
juicy, rich meat and an
elegant taste.

with chicken; refrigerate

CATSKILL GUINEA
FOWL (130 DAYS):
Strong body, loves
running, resulting in a
full flavor close in taste
to wild pheasant.

Split doughnut, place

overnight. Grind chicken
on coarse setting. Form
3-ounce patties.
Cook on griddle or cast iron
skillet, turning when each
side is browned.

sausage on bottom half, top
with egg, cheese and other
doughnut half after spreading
with cream cheese. Makes
1 sandwich and 27 patties.
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Fried herbs, briny
olives and preserved
lemon make Mourad’s
roasted chicken even
more satisfying.

Roasted Chicken “Tagine”
Chef-owner Mourad Lahlou
Mourad, San Francisco

1 whole chicken, 3½ pounds
Brine, recipe follows
1½ preserved lemons
4 thyme sprigs
Kosher salt as needed
3 tablespoons unsalted butter,
softened
Brine chicken 4 hours or overnight,
remove from brine and pat dry.
Cut the flesh away from the
preserved lemon rinds; reserve.
Slice rinds into strips.
Separate the skin from the meat
of the bird and tuck 2 pieces of
preserved lemon rind, pith side
down, with 2 sprigs of thyme on the
breast. Do the same but with 1 piece
of lemon rind and 1 thyme sprig for
each thigh. Sprinkle the cavity with
salt and rub the bird inside and out
with the preserved lemon flesh.
Sprinkle the outside of the
chicken with salt, set on a roasting
rack, breast-side-down, and roast
in a 500 F preheated oven,
15 minutes. Turn chicken, breastside-up, and spread butter over
the breasts. Return to the oven
and roast until browned and the
temperature registers 160 F, about
45 to 50 minutes.
Rest chicken, 20 minutes. Carve
tableside or quarter and plate with
accompaniments such as green
olives, fried herbs (your choice),
julienned preserved lemon rind,
roasted cipollinis, couscous or
heirloom beans with feta and za’atar.
Makes 4 servings.
To make brine, bring to boil 1
cup cracked green olives with
Chef Mourad Lahlou
gives chicken
as much love as
any other protein
because he knows
just how satisfying
perfectly roasted
chicken can be.
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brine, 6 flat-leaf parsley sprigs, 5
dried bay leaves, 4 thyme sprigs,
1½ tablespoons thinly sliced
garlic, ½ tablespoon whole black
peppercorns and 1 gram Spanish
saffron. Remove from heat, let sit 20
minutes and add 2 quarts ice cubes.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANK LAWLOR

quartered preserved lemon, ½
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PEOPLE ALWAYS
LOVED HOW THE
MOZZARELLA ON
OUR MEATBALL
SUB WOULD
MELT IN THE
PAN...

AT
HEN HOUSE
RESTAURANT IN
UBER-COOL
OAKLAND, CA
ALEX
LOPEZ &
CELESTE
COOPER
TURNED
ONE LITTLE
EXPERIMENT
INTO AN EPIC

...AND
GET ALL
BROWN &
TOASTY.

SO
ONE DAY
ALEX TRIED
COOKING
THE MOZZ
ALL BY
ITSELF
THEN I
JUST PINCHED IT.
AND I WAS LIKE,
“HEY! I MADE
A BOW!”

CHEF
HACK

AND I SAID,
“YEAH, LET’S
JUST DO THAT
FOREVER
NOW.”

THE
HEN HOUSE
CRISPY
CHEESE BOW
IS NOW
AN OAKLAND
INSTITUTION

IT’S
MORE FAMOUS THAN
THE SUB WE PUT
IT ON.

GOOD TO-GO.

AND WE
OWE IT ALL TO

REAL CALIFORNIA
DAIRY!

Today’s customers place orders for takeout or delivery with the touch of a
cellphone. Send their meals off in sturdy Monogram® shopping bags. These
FSC®*-certified bags, made from 100% post-consumer recycled paper, are
responsibly sourced and reduce waste – part of the Serve Good™ program at
US Foods®. Available in three sizes, these bags ensure you’ll be ready when
it’s to-go time.

Use

*Forest Stewardship Council®

For more information, contact your US Foods Representative
or Save Time. Order Online! usfoods.com
© 2017 US Foods, Inc. 07-2017-FOF-2017062203
© 2017 California Milk Advisory Board, an instrumentality of the CA Dept. Food and Ag.

TREND TRACKER

The heat index on what’s happening

Natural
wines.

Diners are joining wine
geeks in embracing funky,
farmy natural wines, which
continue to gain traction on
beverage menus.
LAST SEEN: Have & Meyer
Vineria Naturale brings an
Italian Slow Food ethos and
underdog wine producers
to Brooklyn; Drifter’s Wife
in Portland, Maine, touts a
list of additive-free, handharvested bottles.

The word
“program.”

HOT
CHICKEN!

MAGICAL MYSTERY MEAT.
Due to new sustainability efforts,
interest in healthy foods and
rising protein costs, operators are
experimenting with plant-based
proteins in hopes of creating
perfect facsimiles of the real thing.

From rotisserie concepts to
heritage breeds, chicken is
carving out a reputation for
being one of the most versatile
and cost-effective proteins.
See more on page 28.

From pasta and bread to craft
beer, this term gets thrown
around more these days than
“farm-to-table.” What does it
even mean?

SWEET ON SOURS.
Craft beer nerds are gravitating away from
hoppy IPAs and becoming super fans of
sour brews. See what all the cool kids are
drinking on page 78.

SO LONG, SHISHITO PEPPERS.
The charred ingredient trend that
dominated 2015 and just won’t seem to go
away is definitely burnt.
TRY THIS INSTEAD: Roll up your sleeves
and get creative with bell peppers, a costeffective and recognizable pepper ripe
with potential that will intrigue diners.

TRY THIS INSTEAD: Just
stop doing it. Be honest with
yourself and your brand; look
for ways you can truly shine
without throwing around
meaningless buzzwords.

GLUTEN-FREE GONE WRONG.
Remember the days when the best
vegetarians could hope for was a side
salad? Don’t make the same mistake with
lackluster gluten-free dishes.

DECO’D OUT.
Vintage glam is making
a wow comeback as
restaurateurs embrace
sophisticated brass and
geometric Art Decoinspired design.

Let’s do
luncheonettes.

As restaurants work to increase traffic for
midday meals, luncheonettes are making
a comeback in cities across the country.
LAST SEEN: Classic BLTs and chicken
soup share menu space with elegant
housemade pastas at Nickel & Diner in
New York; City Counter in San Francisco
brings back the 15-minute lunch for the
hustle-and-bustle tech crowd.

CALI MAKES
A COMEBACK.
The cuisine that redefined
the American dining
landscape in the ’70s has
inspired a new generation
of chefs to take West Coast
flavor to the next level.

Find the
flame to see
what’s hot.

#TrendTracker
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TRY THIS INSTEAD: Think about triedand-true, naturally gluten-free options
that can be easily added or promoted
on your menu, including protein-forward
salads with quinoa or vegetable-centric
entrees with squash.

Choice cuts.
Lesser-known, lower-priced cuts of meat have
been branded, offering opportunities to stretch
your supply and cash in on diners’ curiosity. Get
your cut on page 14.

WEBSITES
STILL
OPERATING
IN BETA.
If you haven’t updated your
restaurant website within the
past month, chances are it’s
been too long.

TRY THIS INSTEAD: If you don’t
have the time, incentivize an
employee with a comped meal
or throw them a few extra bucks
to maintain the site. Get up to
speed with tips on page 70.
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Deliver a Great Impression with

Quality packaging seals the deal for a great
experience. Make sure your delivered food maintains
the same quality your customers expect when dining
in house. Sabert packaging is designed to protect and
preserve the quality, taste and appearance of your
culinary creations throughout the delivery process.

MAKE
OUT
WITH

Takeout
DRIVE REVENUE WITH
OFF-PREMISE DINING

For more information about Sabert® products, please visit www.Sabert.com
or contact your local US Foods representative. © 2017 US Foods, Inc. All rights reserved.

SPECIAL SECTION SPONSORED BY

Foodservice / Food Packaging

SPONSORED SECTION

“The critical factor, not just for fries, but
for all of the to-go-on demand items, is the
coordination between the ticket time and
the pickup time,” Shapiro says. “You don’t
want your fries sitting in a sealed container
under a hot lamp for 10 minutes before it’s
even picked up for delivery.”
Still, not every menu item is a sensible
to-go option. In such cases, it makes sense
to adapt and “enhance the travel ability,”
Shapiro says. Separating components of a
dish often solves the problem. For instance,
the a la mode part of a dessert travels solo
in a cup versus on the dessert.
ritual is playing out across America,
in cities big and small, in sprawling
suburbs and college campuses, like it
never has before.
It’s takeout and it’s taking off, fueled by
the growth of third-party delivery apps
such as UberEats, Grubhub and ChowNow.
Restaurants that don’t maximize their
to-go potential are missing out, and it’s
potentially a life-or-death consequence,
operators say. That’s because by 2020, 70
percent of restaurant traffic will be offpremise dining, according to the National
Restaurant Association.
“I was skeptical at first,” says John
Shapiro, the CEO of Torrance Tavern, a
neighborhood restaurant in Torrance,
California. “Our to-go revenues were
insignificant. However, this was a whole
different segment of the to-go business, the
to-go-delivery business. UberEats took off
from day one with sales increasing quickly.”
Large chains are already shifting to
take out and delivery as the antidote to
sluggish store sales. In the last few years,
casual dining chains have been focusing
on infrastructure to ensure quality and
speed, from Red Robin and Panera Bread
to Brinker International’s Maggiano’s and
Darden’s Olive Garden. And they’re seeing
results.
Independent restaurateurs, such as
Shapiro, also are experiencing increases.
Their percentages of off-premise sales are
entering double digits and often account
for more than on-premise dining. They
attribute their success to factors such as
solid infrastructure, menu portability,
packaging and delivery that matches core
customer needs and exceeds expectations.
40
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It’s All in the Packaging

Be at the Ready

Parker’s Barbecue accepted only cash
since the first location opened in Wilson,
North Carolina in 1946. But when Billy
Parker opened his third location with a
drive-thru, he started accepting credit
cards. Imagine, he says, the logjam of cash
only.
Parker also knew the takeout portion
of the business would increase at the
new Greenville, North Carolina, location
because of its proximity to East Carolina
University. He reached out to associates
in fast food to help prepare and equip
staff on handling volume and larger
orders that come with tailgating parties.
Speed increased by the configuration and
positioning of food and packaging along
with added staff equipped with headsets to
communicate.
“We’ll do 400 orders in two hours and
that may not seem like a lot for fast food,
but we are serving full-size meals,” Parker
says of his signature barbecue pork and
classic Southern sides of Brunswick stew,
hush puppies and corn sticks.

Minding the Menu

Ensuring that the quality of delivered
food is as close to dining on-premise will
set restaurants apart. Consider french
fries: hot fries rock. Room temperature
ones? Not so much.

The Right Fit
How do you help ensure that takeout
matches the quality food served onpremise? Packaging.
The quality of takeout containers needs to
match the concept. Pricier food dictates
higher quality packaging. However, integrity
of the food must be maintained no matter
the price point.
Also, cold and hot components need to
be separated. For example, don’t package
a caprese salad alongside grilled chicken.
Consider the following:

Aluminum
For lighter items and lower price points;
foods that do not need to stay hot, such as
dips or cold salads.

Plastic
Entrees with sauces, such as pasta and proteins, and dishes with different components
meant to be eaten together. Recyclable and
post-recycled packaging has made inroads
in recent years, which has lowered pricing.

Paper
Salads and soup, lighter entrees, appetizers.

Portability can often be addressed
with packaging.
“Packaging is critical for to-go dining
success,” says Mike Clock, president and
chief financial officer of Newk’s Eatery, a
Jackson, Mississippi-based casual dining
concept with more than 100 restaurants in
13 states. Insulated packaging specifically
designed to keep foods hot is used for pizza
and soup while containers designed for
cool foods hold chilled salads and dressing,
he says.
“Packaging features like good, tight seals
help keep a consistent temperature for our
to-go items and maintain the integrity of
the food,” Clock says.
Operators with strong takeout sales
(Parker’s 66 percent; Newk’s 40 percent)
say spending more in packaging is worth
the cost. They work the price into the
overall food cost.
“Investing in containers that maintain
the integrity of the food is always worth
it because our top priority is that Newk’s
on-the-go dishes match the taste and
experience our guests have come to expect
in our restaurants,” Clock says, adding that
consistency builds loyalty.
Quality packaging is especially
important with bulk orders. “We tweaked
the way we package the food,” Parker says.
“With bulk orders, say for a tailgate, we
have really thick containers that are sturdy
and will keep the integrity of the food over
a long period of time.”
Shapiro agrees. “We will also spend
a little more on environmentally safe
packaging and try to avoid plastic
wherever possible.”

Which Way To-Go?

Figuring out the delivery part of
takeout depends on the concept and its
goals. Shapiro added DoorDash, also an
online delivery service, after the success
of UberEats (overall sales increased 40
percent from 2016 to 2017). Using both
options extends the restaurant’s menu
to more potential customers. He is also
considering ChowNow, a service that
integrates with a restaurant’s point of sales
system and provides metrics on customer
preferences and other data that assists with
marketing efforts.
Newk’s established call-in centers,
created an online ordering app and offers
curbside pickup.

“We see the opportunity presented by the
growing demand for to-go dining, and the
providers rushing to fill the need,” Clock
says. “We are currently pursuing partners
for third-party delivery, though we plan to
build out the Newk’s ordering app to manage
the orders and dispatch.”
Operators agree that customer service
extends to people’s homes. When an item is
overlooked at Parker’s, staff will drive it to
the customer’s location.
Flawless execution, hence, is the Holy Grail.
“That means that their orders are ready
on time, that they are fulfilled correctly and
that every item tastes just as good
at home as it would in the restaurant,”
Clock says. n
Packaging makes all
the difference for a
solid delivery program
at Torrance Tavern,
from earth-friendly
containers, bottom, to
ones that keep food
hot, opposite page.
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Your box.
Your way.
It’s your box, Team Three Group makes it your way. Get the
custom print you want, the custom size you want, and the
custom shape you want – all at a price you’ll love.

Bob’s

A Little Privacy, Please?
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Custom shape

Custom size

For more information, email us at customerservice@teamthreegroup.com or call us at 636-730-3707.
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WINNING
WITH PRIVATE
DINERS IS
EASIER THAN
YOU THINK
State Street Provisions in
Boston nails private dining
by understanding the
needs of its customers.

BY KATE BERNOT
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❱ Filling a restaurant with guar-

anteed diners who have money to
burn is every operator’s dream.

100

%

Private dining, when executed correctly, generates
an additional revenue stream and helps cultivate
repeat customers. The best news? It may not even
require a separate dining room.
Independent restaurants have found success by
knowing what matters most to private diners and
getting creative with existing space so that it allows
a degree of privacy. Making it all work requires
satisfying the needs of clients and matching their
needs with your space. Here are five ways to succeed.

THE AMOUNT
THAT BUSINESS
DINERS SPEND
PER VISIT OVER
PERSONAL DINERS

➊ Advocate a family-style setup

At 1601 Bar & Kitchen, a contemporary Sri Lankan
restaurant in San Francisco, service in its 16-seat
private back room is streamlined with family-style
offerings. Co-owner Yuliya Thompson says cold
dishes can be delivered shortly after guests arrive,
while a set menu reduces the stress of guests placing
orders. The format also provides the opportunity
to change seats and socialize during the meal. One
server often can staff the entire private room, thus
lowering labor costs. Positioning the family-style
approach as a more convivial format, which provides
more ways for guests to experience the menu, is a
good selling point.

SOURCE: Dinova, a service that
connects corporate diners and
restaurants.

➋ Set a minimum

Food-and-beverage minimums offer greater
flexibility and perceived value versus a per-head
charge or room fee. Business clients, in particular,
may not have many guests at a function, but they’re
willing to spend more per person because it’s a
corporate event.
“It allows organizers to spend their money on
guests rather than just giving money to the house;
that’s a big selling point for us,” says Ashleigh
Peters, director of events and marketing at Gaslight
Lynnfield in Lynnfield, Massachusetts. An
administrative fee and gratuity are also added,
she says.

➌ Create a flex zone
Curtains divide the
space and provide
privacy, allowing State
Street Provisions to
host more than one
event at a time.
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At State Street Provisions in Boston, long, flowing
curtains on tracks divide the main dining room
into smaller cordoned-off areas for groups up to
65 people, thus ensuring the dining room is fully
utilized. Jenny Soldatos, State Street Provisions’
private events manager, says she’s booked dual

The seafood tower at
State Street Provisions
fits into a family-style
format that many private
diners prefer.
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CHECKLIST FOR
STOKING THE
PRIVATE DINER

Take the waste
out of take-out

❒ Provide info.
Offer menus, photos
and fees on your
website under a
private dining section.
❒ Respond quickly.
Often, a host has
contacted numerous
restaurants. You don’t
want to miss out.
❒ Discuss
expectations.
This includes the
menu, staffing, alcohol
grades, payment and
other needs, such as
high chairs and audiovisual equipment.
❒ Send a contract.
Spell everything out
in writing and keep a
credit card on file.
❒ Staff adequately.
Mark the private
dining party in the
reservation system
and communicate it to
all staff.

Offer foods,
such as this
cheese and
charcuterie
board, that
can be shared.

events, using three-quarters of the space for one
event and a smaller get-together for the remaining
quarter. When the room isn’t used for an event, the
curtains pull back and sit against the wall as a noisereducing decor piece.
Also don’t forget about furniture: Gaslight
Lynnfield ordered special lightweight high-tops and
round, removable tabletops to transform four-top
square tables into eight-top round tables for events.
Because they’re lightweight, they can be easily
reconfigured and stored away when not in use.

➍ Be transparent
❒ Touch base.
Reach out a few days
before the event for
updates.
❒ See it through.
Check in with the host
throughout the party
to ensure all needs
are met. Follow up
with a thank-you and
an invitation to dinner,
which you should
customize to their
preferences.
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Booking events is all about relationships, says
Kristi Givens, events and marketing director
for PEARL Seafood & Oyster Bar in Bellevue,
Washington. Be honest and direct, she says.
“It’s as simple as saying, ‘What are your
expectations for your night?’” Givens says. That
question often provides insight into important
requirements, such as tweaking budgets, addressing
noise concerns or offering premium wines.
Communication should work both ways. It’s
better to realize that a party might not be a fit for
your space at the onset rather than disappoint
clients who won’t return. Exceed their expectations
and win their trust, a tenet that’s especially true
of business diners. “We’ve seen corporate clients
who had a great experience here, and then all of a

FOOD FANATICS | WINTER 2018

sudden they’re doing a dinner party for 40 at their
home, thinking, ‘I wonder if Pearl caters,’” Givens
says. “Private parties open the door for other
opportunities down the road.”

➎ Say, “Yes!”

Givens didn’t think high school students were
her target demographic for private dining, but
after hosting a pre-prom dinner for four teens at a
semiprivate table, complete with custom-printed
menus, her opinion changed. The next day, she
received a huge thank-you from the parents and
developed a potential long-term dining relationship.
It’s part of her dedication to working with private
dining clients, even if they don’t fit the typical mold.
Parties that want the semiprivate dining room but
are anxious about meeting the $500 food-andbeverage minimum are added to a standby waiting
list, which Givens turns to if she is unable to find
another client willing to meet the minimum.
“More often than not, the room would have
remained empty, so this way they get what they
want, and we don’t miss out on the revenue
opportunity,” she says. “Often they end up spending
more than the minimum anyway. It’s also smart in a
marketing sense because now more people know we
have that cool room.” n

Kate Bernot is a food, drink, travel and lifestyle writer.

Pactiv® has developed a line of “to-go” hinged lid containers that captures the latest innovations in hybrid materials.
EarthChoice® SmartLock® hinged lid containers are made from mineral-filled Polypropylene which, contains on
average 40% less plastic polymers than standard polypropylene containers, and are recyclable. This hybrid material is
microwaveable up to 250 degrees F (121 degrees C) and is ideal for your hot food take-out menu items. These sturdy
hinged lids are available in five popular sizes, white or black, to fit any “To-Go” application.

®

Fight

FL IGHT?
OR

HOW TO SUPPORT STAFF VULNERABLE
TO U.S. IMMIGRATION POLICIES
BY LISA ARNETT
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The government’s
increased heat on
U.S. immigration
policies means it’s
no longer business
as usual in the
restaurant industry.
Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) has
stepped up its efforts
under President Trump’s
2018 budget, leaving
many immigrant workers
fearful of being unfairly
targeted. Nearly 800,000
young people granted
amnesty under the Obama
administration also face
deportation.

According to the National
Restaurant Association,
more than 23 percent of the
workforce is foreign-born.
With such a substantial
industry impact, it makes
business sense to face
the issue head-on. Four
operators share how they’re
handling matters.

PAUL SAGINAW

BEN POREMBA

nesses in Ann Arbor, Michigan

which includes Nixta, Bar Limon, Elaia, Parigi

Partner at Zingerman’s Community of Busi-

Chef-owner of Bengelina Hospitality Group,
and La Patisserie Chouquette in St. Louis

Backstory: Co-founded Zingerman’s
Delicatessen with Ari Weinzweig in 1982,
growing it into a restaurant group with
11 operations; committee member for
Restaurants Advancing Industry Standards in Employment (RAISE).
SAGINAW SAYS

Set a Standard
“What’s important is that we
follow the law as written and that we
have I-9 forms on file for all 700plus employees. As the pre-election
season started heating up and the
rhetoric began to get more divisive
and it seemed to give folks more
license to use derogatory and hateful
speech, some of our employees
started to feel threatened. There have
been comments made by customers
in the workplaces and on their way to
work, on the bus. So we wanted to let
them know that we had their backs
and that in our establishments, we
were going to have zero tolerance
for xenophobia, racism, homophobia
and Islamophobia. We felt that it was
necessary for us to make a public
statement (by becoming a part of the
‘sanctuary’ movement that protects
workers against harassment).”

Backstory: Three-time James Beard
Award semifinalist in the Best Chef-Midwest category; immigrated from Israel
in 1997; participated in A Day Without
Immigrants by closing his restaurants in
February to protest President Trump’s
executive order on immigration.
POREMBA SAYS

Keep a Low Profile
“We gave moral support,
approaching immigrant workers
and reassuring them that we, as
an employer, will do anything and
everything we can to make sure that
it’s a safe environment for them. We
(also) contacted our local chapter of
the ACLU and asked for guidelines. A
post circulated for restaurants gave
instructions on what to do should
you have immigration police come
knocking on your door. No panicking,
collaborate, follow up in a way that’s
lawful and respectful. The big thing I
also recommend (to them is to) keep
a low profile. There is no (outright)
policy right now; it’s a lot of rhetoric
and a cloud of fear. Until we know
what it is, avoid getting into trouble,
minimize interactions with law
enforcement, don’t speed, don’t be
overserved (alcohol) in a restaurant—
simple things. We make sure we can
provide whatever legal support or
financial support is necessary.”
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ADAM ORMAN

General manager of L’Oca d’Oro in
Austin, Texas

MICHAEL
LANDGARTEN

Owner of Bob’s Clam Hut and Lil’s Cafe in

Backstory: Worked as a manager and
sommelier in New York City and San
Francisco before moving to Austin eight
years ago and opening L’Oca d’Oro with
his business partner in 2016.
ORMAN SAYS

Have Their Back
“The only thing to do was to tell
them, ‘If ICE comes to our door,
we are not (voluntarily) turning
over documents pertaining to your
employment or pertaining to your
immigration status,’ and say, ‘Are you
OK? Is there anything that you need
from us? If anything does happen,
come to me. We have immigration
lawyers who are regulars at the
restaurant, and I will make sure
that you have help.’ We just want to
make sure our employees know that
they are not getting turned over by
their employer. I would recommend
everybody sign on with Restaurant
Opportunities Centers United (ROC
United), a nonprofit organization that
supports restaurant workers, and use
it as a resource. They have folks who
are very easy to get in touch with and
can help guide you through lots of
different situations.”

Kittery, Maine

Backstory: Operated Bob’s, a landmark
New England restaurant, for more than
30 years; acts as a steering committee
member for RAISE.
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WE WILL SERVE
AND EMPLOY
IN A NONDISCRIMINATORY
WAY, AND
WE’RE HAPPY
TO DO THAT. WE
WELCOME YOU
WITH OPEN ARMS.

INTRODUCING

PILLSBURY
PIE DOUGH

—Michael Landgarten

AVAILABLE IN:

LANDGARTEN SAYS

Take a Stand
“We all felt the need to stand up
for our industry and valued staff
and guests (and become Sanctuary
Restaurants). We thought this was
an important thing to make overt.
We will serve and employ in a
non-discriminatory way, and we’re
happy to do that. Part of hospitality
is that everyone is welcome: all
backgrounds, preferences, lifestyles,
the most right-wing, the most leftwing and so on. Currently that is
going out on a limb for us to put that
out there but we feel it is a given. The
overwhelming response (from staff)
has been pride and ‘Thank you, we’re
glad you did that.’” n

10”X12” SHEETS
& 6 ¾” ROUNDS

MORE THAN 23% OF
THE RESTAURANT
WORKFORCE
IS FOREIGN-BORN

For more dough inspiration, talk to your
General Mills Sales Representative.
1-800-852-5252

Source: National Restaurant Association
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READY
TO
RISE?

Take this test to separate
overachievers from
underperformers
Evaluating staff for promotions and the
raises that come with them can happen
anytime, but as 2017 comes to a close, the
matter is often more top of mind.
Promoting employees can be a win-win,
driving up morale and boosting retention.
But determining who’s deserving of
advancement is trickier. Take this quiz to
help gauge who’s ready to take that next
step and who should stay where they are.

1. During downtime on a shift,
you’ll find this employee…
A. Constantly monitoring Snapchat,
texting and incessantly gabbing about
plans for their day off.
B. Doing the work you have to
remind others to do, like food prep or
checking restrooms.
C. Proactively helping generate lasting
improvements, like giving the coffee
station a much-needed reorganization.

2. How do fellow staffers respond
to this employee?
A. Others, especially new hires, gravitate
to the individual for advice on how to
perform certain tasks.
B. Benignly.
C. They’re clearly well-liked and
respected by their peers.

3. When a co-worker is lost or in
the weeds, this employee will…
A. Keep their head down and focus on
their own job.
B. Hop onto another station to lend
a hand.
C. Assist during service, then arrive early
the next day to help their co-worker find
their way.

5. After you invite a guest
speaker for an optional pre-shift
talk, this employee will…
A. Listen intently and jot down notes.
B. Ask thoughtful questions, and
afterward, thank you for bringing them in.
C. Skip it, claiming you didn’t make the
event “mandatory.”

6. What happens during your
quarterly one-on-one sessions
with this employee?
A. No time is wasted talking about
advancement; the desire to move up has
already been shown.
B. They say they’re content in their
current position.
C. They ask what it will take to move to
the next level.

7. What happens when this
employee makes a mistake?
A. Excuses abound; it’s everyone
else’s fault.
B. They own up to it and apologize.
C. They seek you out to talk and ask
how to better handle the situation
next time.

A. Calmly seeking you out and cluing
you into what’s going on.

SCORING KEY

B. Totally freaking out and running to
you in a panic, thus drawing unneeded
attention from customers.

1. A-0 points, B-2 points, C-3 points
2. A-3 points, B-1 point, C-2 points
3. A-1 point, B-2 points, C-3 points
4. A-2 points, B-0 points, C-3 points

6. A-3 points B-1 point, C-2 points
7. A-0 points, B-1 point, C-3 points
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Based on their behavior and reactions
to stress, these employees aren’t ready
to move up. “If (their) inclination when
presented with a challenge is to say,
‘Oh there’s a problem,’ and not offer
a thoughtful and achievable solution,
they may not be ready for any kind of
management position,” says Erin Phillips,
senior director of operations for Boka
Restaurant Group, which operates
17 restaurant concepts in Chicago,
including Momotaro and GT Prime.
The same goes for taking criticism or
owning mistakes. And remember: Some
employees are happy to stay in their
current position.

ON THE WAY

5. A-2 points, B-3 points, C-0 points

BY LISA ARNETT

NOT READY YET

9-15 points

4. Chaos erupts. The worker
responds by…

C. Discreetly pulling you aside, filling you
in and suggesting solutions.

4-8 points

Due to your mentorship, this employee
is showing signs that they could be
ready for a promotion down the line. “I
think a lot more about those soft skills
and personality than technical skills that
can be taught,” Phillips says. “I can teach
financial acumen, I can teach them about
wine, I can teach them knife skills, but
in the heat of the moment, if they’re not
composed, they’re probably not going to
be a good leader.”
Just because someone isn’t a
textbook overachiever or vocal about

moving up, doesn’t mean the intent
isn’t there. “Maybe they might not come
out and say it, but they’ll really try hard
to impress you,” says Johnny Livanos,
general manager of Ousia in New York
City. “Once I see that sort of curiosity
and engagement, that shows me they’re
willing to learn and want to grow.”

16-21 points

READY TO LEAD
Those who show dedication, a
willingness to learn and an ability to
accept criticism deserve a promotion.
A worker who spends personal time
and resources to make the restaurant
better “shows how much they really
care because they understand the
bigger picture,” Livanos says. Whether
or not they’re currently in a leadership
position, they’re thinking like a leader.
“People think their job is to put out
fires. Advanced thinkers proactively do
things that prevent fires from happening
altogether,” say Robert LeBlanc,
founder of LeBlanc + Smith, the New
Orleans-based group operating Sylvain,
Meauxbar, Barrel Proof and Cavan. n

Lisa Arnett is a Chicago-based freelance
writer who’s been covering food and the
hospitality industry for more than 15 years.
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SERVE WITH
PURPOSE

Elevate your craft – and your kitchen – with the highest-quality
tools of the trade. Access thousands of outstanding products
through US Foods® Culinary Equipment and Supplies®, and make
stocking up easier than ever by ordering online at usfoods.com.

GET THE RIGHT FIT
EVERY TIME
US Foods® is your partner in the cleaning
and disposables category. Monogram®
Can Liners are the best in the market, with
star seals, premium resins and easy-to-use
dispensing boxes. Talk to your US Foods
representative today and ask about the best
can liners in the USA.

Want even more? Join us at the 2018 Catersource Conference
and Tradeshow, returning to Las Vegas at Caesars Palace
from Feb. 18-21, to learn about the latest innovations and
opportunities in takeout and catering.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT HOW TO REGISTER, CONTACT YOUR
US FOODS REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT THE CATERSOURCE CONFERENCE SITE.
© 2017 US Foods, Inc. 10-2017-EVE-2017091912

© 2017 US Foods, Inc. 07-2017-FOF-2017011104

• Available in High Density,
Linear Low Density and Reprocessed Resin
• Many thicknesses and colors for any need
• Multiple sizes to fit any container

FOOD FANATICS ROAD TRIP!

Get a mouthful from our resident expert

THE HIGHLIGHTS
The Dabney

Wood-fire cooking may play a role in one way or
another at the latest restaurant openings, but few make
it the primary method of cooking. Chef-owner Jerimiah
Langhorne shows us just how far he can take live fire.

Federalist Pig

The name of this barbecue spot is enough to make you
take a second look. Veteran pit master Rod Sonderman
has it down, from brisket to pork shoulder, so don’t wait.
The menu sells out fast.

Mason Social House

❱ WHEN IT COMES TO FOOD, THE NATION’S CAPITAL won’t let you

down. Innovative restaurants are opening in areas you never would have set foot
in 10 years ago, spots that are worth the time and effort to hunt down.
Ethnic choices have expanded, leaving global cravings satiated without
ever having to go through a TSA pat-down. Union Market is a must. But be
forewarned about other hotspots. Many have fewer than 30 seats and don’t
accept reservations, resulting in the birth of professional line standers. Yes, it’s a
real thing , formerly relegated to snagging a seat at congressional hearings.
Use it to grab seats at no-reservations spots like Little Serow, family-style
Northern Thai cuisine from James Beard Award-winner Johnny Monis (of Komi
fame), and the Filipino hotspot Bad Saint, both located in Columbia Heights, a
formerly downtrodden neighborhood north of the capital, which is now the place
to live and dine.
If you have wheels, check out Falls Church, Virginia, a D.C. suburb about
15 minutes from Reagan National Airport. The Eden Center is the place for
anything and everything Vietnamese.
The city not only attracts top chefs with cult followings from other cities but
also boasts its own celebrity chefs in Spike Mendelsohn (Good Stuff Eatery,
Bearnaise, We, The Pizza), Fabio Trabocchi (Fiola, Fiola Mare, Casa Luca and
Sfoglina) and Eric Ziebold (Kinship and Metier). You’re likely to discover that
bipartisanship exists in D.C. It just happens to be in dining. n
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Meggrolls

Check out this new spin on an egg roll, which makes for
a quick snack or a meal. It started in a food truck in D.C.,
but it’s morphed into a brick-and-mortar restaurant just
across the river in Alexandria., Virginia.

Rose’s Luxury/Pineapple and Pearls

Aaron Silverman will school you in what can be
accomplished with a small and focused menu at Rose’s
Luxury. Go for standouts such as pork sausage with
habanero, peanuts and lychee and take cues from
the cocktail list. At Silverman’s Pineapple and Pearls,
expect twists on traditional dishes that will upend your
expectations regarding steak, fried chicken and more.

FOOD FANATICS

Get more industry
intel from US Foods
Restaurant Operations
Consultant and
Washington, D.C.,
insider Scott Blair at
FoodFanatics.com

ILLUSTRATION BY TIM MARRS

Washington D.C.

A casual modern American restaurant thriving in an
up and coming part of Alexandria, Virginia, proves that
neighborhood upstarts can find success by catering to
the people with bone marrow burgers and pork belly
shrimp and grits. The craft cocktails are also impressive.

Carry-Out Sustainability
Show customers you care about their social and environmental
concerns with compostable packaging for a greener tomorrow.

MONEY
& SENSE

®

Green Collection

THE ROAD TO

PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANK LAWLOR

GREENER
For more information about Sabert products, please visit www.Sabert.com or contact your local US Foods representative. © 2017 US Foods, Inc. All rights reserved.

PASTURES
The Perennial in
San Francisco
is considered
a model
earth-friendly
restaurant.

Pros and cons of operating an eco-friendly restaurant
BY MEGAN ROWE
FoodFanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Green attributes at The Perennial
include tables and chairs made of
reclaimed building materials, LED
and compact fluorescent lighting
and energy-efficient appliances.

ZeroFoodprint, which measures a restaurant’s
carbon footprint and reduces its ecological impact;
and Perennial Farming Initiative, which helps
farmers transition to regenerative agriculture and
find markets for their crops.

Invest Now, Reap Later

R

estaurant owners committed to running an
environmentally conscious restaurant need to weigh
a laundry list’s worth of decisions. Is it worth it to
invest in low-flow spray nozzles for the kitchen?
Are you sourcing great-tasting products that also
support long-term soil fertility? Is the bathroom
soap crafted from sustainable products? How are
these investments communicated to customers?
One major question, however, seems to dominate
all others: Is an eco-friendly restaurant worth
the trouble and expense? The answer will vary
depending on your goals and approach, but learning
from green restaurant operators who’ve already
embraced the challenge is a good place to start.

It’s a Process

No single set of guidelines define a “green
restaurant.” A decade ago, simply nixing bottled
water seemed progressive. Today, dozens of
decisions must be considered, including how to
reduce energy consumption, water usage and
food waste.
Anthony Myint and Karen Leibowitz wanted
to incorporate as many sustainable elements
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as possible when they built their San Francisco
restaurant, The Perennial. Their plans included
the expected green elements: reclaimed materials,
energy-efficient equipment, composting and locally
sourced ingredients. But they waded much deeper
into sustainable waters.
“When we first started thinking about things
like energy and water conservation, using recycled
materials and reducing food waste, we discovered
the idea of regenerative agriculture. That was a
paradigm shift for us,” says Leibowitz.
Focusing on techniques that promoted
biodiversity and general ecosystem health motivated
them to bake bread using flour milled from kernza, a
wheat grass that grows year-to-year, which results in
healthier soil. They also sourced meats from carbonfarming-savvy ranchers and set up a greenhouse,
where they grow produce and fish for the restaurant.
That “closed loop” approach to farming—raising fish
that produce fertilizer for crops—has temporarily
taken a back seat to getting the restaurant up and
running over the past year, but Myint and Leibowitz
have made gains elsewhere.
They helped launch two nonprofit organizations:

Upfront costs can be hard to swallow, but
potential ROI helps them go down easier. Energy
Star-rated appliances cost an estimated 20 percent
more, but the power they save helps erase that
differential. Items like solar panels can be pricey,
but advantageous in the long term. Coasterra in San
Diego invested about $1.5 million on extensive solar
panels that generate about a third of the restaurant’s
energy needs. The owners, Cohn Restaurant Group,
estimate it will take about seven years to pay for the
panels but view the installation as a hedge against
rising electric rates.
Tax breaks and other incentives can help. Kitchen
Sync in Greenville, South Carolina, spent $40,000
on solar panels, but co-owner Kevin Feeny says tax
breaks and rebates helped make them affordable.
The restaurant uses all the energy now, but Feeny
hopes some of it will eventually be sold back to the
local power supplier.
Keith Arnold and Stephanie Bonin also learned
that paying more upfront can cut hassles later.
They outfitted their first Duo restaurant with soft
pine floors that mimicked weathered wood. But
after learning that the pine needed to be re-stained
twice a year, the couple went with pricier reclaimed
hardwood when it opened its second location in
Brattleboro, Vermont, two years ago. The used
planks—which score sustainability points—don’t
require so much TLC.

Resourcefulness and Patience Required

Be prepared to do a lot of legwork finding the right
sustainable items. After jumping through hoops
to find local sources for Kitchen Sync, Feeny was
pleased when he convinced his distributor to stock a
sustainable hand soap, which led to the installation
of special dispensers. But then without notice, the
producer suddenly halted shipments, leaving him
scrambling to find alternative cleaning supplies.
Duo’s owners faced similar constraints when
asking unfamiliar contractors to install motion
sensors in the bathrooms. Bonin had to revise the
architectural drawings to include the sensors to
prove they were serious.
Even small wish-list items can be elusive. The
eco-minded Batali & Bastianich Hospitality Group
is searching for optimal sustainable takeout

Threads from cloth napkins
that fray go to the worms at
The Perennial’s greenhouse,
while silverware sits on stones
so the cutlery doesn’t need
to change, which saves water,
heat and electricity.

containers that can stand up to hot food and bicycle
delivery (popular in New York) without collapsing or
letting the contents cool too much.

Messaging Can Be Tricky

For optimal buy-in, your staff needs to understand
the restaurant’s sustainable practices as well as why
they were adopted. Servers and bartenders need to
be trained to respond to questions about ingredients
and practices and deflect the occasional “I need
my straw!” or “What do you mean you don’t have
Pellegrino?” reaction.
No one visits a restaurant to get a lecture, but
when you’re being a good corporate citizen, you
want to brag about it. Elizabeth Meltz, director
of environmental health for Batali & Bastianich
Hospitality Group, says the group still debates how
best to convey its impressive sustainability track
record, most of which is now outlined on its website.
“Do you write all over your menu, ‘the chicken is
from this farm; someone personally raised it,’ or do
you rely on the server to tell the story? Some people
just want to go out and have dinner,” Meltz says. “A
lot of this stuff is not sexy, and a lot of it is behind the

Information about the cycle of
aquaponics, composting and
its greenhouse is available
at The Perennial, but no one
lectures diners about it.
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are you

READYfor delivery?

ESSENTIALS OF A
GREEN RESTAURANT

IT’S YOUR BRAND.

PROTECT IT.

FRONT AND BACK OF THE HOUSE

scenes. If I told you I have a low-flow spray head at
our dish station, you might say, ‘Um, great, thanks
for that.’”
Staff at The Perennial weigh diners’ interest
before diving into their green spiel. Aside from a
mission statement regarding the menu, any mention
of the restaurant’s eco-efforts are subtle, such as
the illustrated postcard tucked with the check that
outlines individual initiatives. These notes educate
guests and give servers openings to engage.
“Gauging people’s level of interest can be
challenging when you first meet them; you need to
get their order and they need to get to the theater,”
Leibowitz says. “We might be more excited than
the customers.”

Make Green To Be Green

A commitment to sustainability is only
meaningful if the business is profitable. Sustainably
sourced food and drink often come at a premium,
which can mean steeper menu prices.
“Seventy-five percent of our guests understand
and get it, but we always get feedback on the cost,”
especially in social media comments, says David
Stockwell, owner of Faun in Brooklyn, New York. In
response, the staff points out the underlying value of
sourcing locally and sustainably.
Owners also say a green business model
means factoring all the elements that go into the
profitability mix. “When you’re truly committed,
you find ways to make it work and that means
needing to schedule smarter, manage the staff
better and purchasing smart,” says Leibowitz. “It’s
all possible.” n

• Reclaimed building materials
(wood, tile, glass)
• LED and compact
fluorescent lighting
• Solar panels
• In-house garden to produce
ingredients and generate
discussions with diners
• Recycled paper products (cut
up old menus for scrap paper)
• Cloth linens
• Awnings and shade trees to
reduce/maximize air-conditioning
• Rooftop gardens

IN RESTROOMS
• Energy-efficient hand dryers
instead of paper towels
• Motion sensors to control lighting
• Touchless low-flow faucets
• Low-flow toilets

IN THE KITCHEN
• Low-flow spray nozzles
• Compostable takeout containers
• Food waste and energytracking technology
• Use of “ugly” or less-thanperfect produce and scraps
• Composting (either manually
or with machines that speed up
the process)
• Energy-efficient appliances
• Water filtration/dispensing/
carbonation system to
replace bottles
• Variable-speed hoods
• Locally sourced food
and beverages

Clockwise from top left: Shavings from
the reclaimed wood tables are used to
make a lattice ceiling at The Perennial.
Sensor faucets, which save on water, and
a composting system also are among the
green initiatives at The Perennial

BUILT FOR DELIVERY.

ENGINEERED TO OUTLAST
AND OUTPERFORM

Our Insulated Food Carriers are
Find out how green a
restaurant can be at
FOODFANATICS.COM

designed to maintain the quality and
safety of your food to meet the high
expectations of your customers.

NO SEAMS. NO LEAKS.
NO BACTERIA.

EASY TO
CLEAN

2X THICKER
INSULATION FOAM

SUPER
TOUGH

KEEPS HOT FOOD HOT &
COLD FOOD COLD FOR LONGER!

For more information on Sterno Delivery Insulated Food Carriers contact your local Sterno Products Representative or call us directly.
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THE BEST OF TIMES
FINE-TUNING HOURS OF OPERATION YIELDS PROFITS
BY JEFF RUBY

Not too far in the distant past, diners
could guess their local establishments’
hours of operation without asking. The
smart places also offered that ever-reliable
cash cow, Sunday brunch. Today, some
operators are chucking the old rules onto
the trash heap of restaurant history,
alongside wine coolers and fusion cooking.
Either way: How do you decide when to
open and close? Often the answer lies in
asking yourself the following six questions.

Can You Keep Your Kitchen
Cranking All Day Long?

The more you can fill in the natural gaps
between breakfast, lunch and dinner with
creative food offerings the better. Instead
of closing between traditional meal times,
restaurants like neighborhood bistro
Michael’s Genuine Food & Drink in Miami
serve snacks such as deviled eggs and
chicken liver crostini between 3 and 5:30
p.m. Monday through Saturday. It’s a smart
move considering that more than half of
Americans feel snacking is essential to get
through the day, according to foodservice
research firm Datassential.
Chicago’s Mexican-themed Quiote
changes its focus every few hours: At 11
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a.m., it’s a cafe with coffee and pastries
along with a rotating lunch menu of tacos,
tortas and salads. By 5 p.m., it shifts into
an ambitious, authentic Oaxacan-style
restaurant and opens its basement mezcal
bar, which stays open until 2 a.m. during
the week.
“We want to take advantage of the space
as much as possible,” says Chef-partner
Dan Salls. “We’re young guys trying to
work hard and have an outlet for all of our
crazy ideas. But it takes a huge staff and a
lot of patience to keep this thing going all
the time. It is basically nonstop.”

How Much Do You Need to
Squeeze From Your Bottom Line
to Turn a Profit?

In an era where reducing food waste can
help small individual operators stay above
water, Quiote cross-utilizes ingredients for
its lunch and dinner menus.
“It definitely helps lunch out a lot to
make really high-quality items with dinner
ingredients,” says Salls. “We are able to
bring in farm-raised proteins to use on
our tacos and tortas at lunch that would
typically garner a much higher price point
at dinner.”

Staying open between meal periods helps sales at
Michael’s Genuine Food & Drink in Miami, opposite
page. Above, Dan Salls of Quiote in Chicago, says the
restaurant fares well serving from 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.

IT DEFINITELY HELPS
LUNCH OUT A LOT TO
MAKE REALLY HIGHQUALITY ITEMS WITH
DINNER INGREDIENTS.
—Quiote Chef-partner Dan Salls on back to
back service.
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Caption here

simple reason: The menu never changes.
However, the same approach didn’t work at
Lola, Symon’s ambitious American bistro
located only two doors down from Mabel’s.
“When we did lunch and dinner at Lola,
we closed in between because the menus
were totally different and we had to rest the
line between services,” he says.
Eventually, Lola stopped serving lunch.
Meanwhile, his Bar Symon locations,
situated in Pittsburgh International
Airport and Dulles International Airport
in Washington, D.C., open at 5 and 6 a.m.
respectively, as their breakfast menus
have become a morning staple for some
frequent flyers.

At the other end of the spectrum, deeppocketed hotel restaurants with higher
check averages often find it advantageous
to avoid repetition in favor of multiple
orders coming in throughout the day.
Jeffrey Tascarella, managing partner
at the NoMad Hotel in New York City,
sees his hotel’s 24-hour room service,
early breakfast hours, and the availability
of food and drink in the “off-periods”
between major services as a means of
giving his customers what they want,
when they want it.
“It’s not a decision to ‘squeeze more
out of the bottom line,’” Tascarella says.
“It’s not worrying about costs, (which is
how) we can provide the best experience
for our guests.”

Does Lunch Always Make Sense?

A lively cocktail menu allows Quiote, top, to stay
open late, while a burger at Michael’s Genuine
Food & Drink works for lunch and dinner.
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The short answer? Not always. Gary
Wollerman, a partner of the New Orleansbased seafood restaurant GW Fins, says
his previous experience as the COO of
the chain concept Ruth’s Chris Steak
House taught him that many fine dining
restaurants are better off focusing
exclusively on dinner.

“The fact is, people don’t want to pay
the same check averages for a fine dining
restaurant during lunch and dinner,” says
Wollerman. “The costs that the restaurant
incurs are the same—management, staff,
product, et cetera—so it doesn’t make it
cost effective for fine dining restaurants to
be open for lunch.”
After Wollerman and Chef-partner
Tenney Flynn looked at the wear and
tear of being open for lunch and dinner,
including their struggles finding quality
servers willing to wait tables with lower
check averages during the day, GW Fins
opted to skip lunch. The move worked to
their advantage, as Wollerman says the
restaurant draws enough daily customers
at dinner to turn a reasonable profit.

Does Your Menu Change During
the Day?
Michael Symon, who owns more than
15 restaurants across the country in venues
as diverse as airports, casinos and hotels,
decides each eatery’s hours on a case-bycase basis. Mabel’s BBQ, his barbecue
joint in downtown Cleveland, stays open
from 11:30 a.m. through dinner for a

When Do Your Guests Come
Out to Eat?

For Linger, a farm-to-table restaurant
in Denver, it was a no-brainer to take
advantage of its hip Lower Highland
neighborhood’s foot traffic by offering
lunch every day except Monday and staying
open later than many of its neighbors.
“We were very contextual as to where we
were when we opened,” says Chef-owner
Justin Cucci. “We wanted to be accessible
to Denver’s needs, but also try to be open
later than the norm to see if we could
connect with diners outside of the ‘safe
zone.’”
Short Stack Eatery, a breakfast-only
restaurant in downtown Madison,
Wisconsin, has highly customized hours.
The goal is to maximize traffic from
college students, families and government
workers. Owners Sinéad McHugh and
Alex Lindenmeyer serve breakfast until
3 p.m. on Wednesdays and midnight on
Thursdays and Fridays; then they keep
Short Stack open from 6 a.m. on Saturdays
through the next 39 hours until 9 p.m. on
Sundays. The choice location—close to
the University of Wisconsin and the state
capitol—often means a line stretching
down the street for many of those hours.

Serving smaller plates
and snacks fill in the
gaps at Michael’s
Genuine Food & Drink.

Would a Day Off Help Your Overall
Business Run More Smoothly?
Justin Cucci says that Linger needs at
least one lunch off a week to “recharge
its batteries.” Short Stack Eatery, after
its marathon weekend hours, closes on
Monday and Tuesday to “get off their feet
and do paperwork.” And Quiote closes for
meetings and maintenance on Tuesday,
rather than the more typical Sunday or
Monday.
“We did it so our industry friends can
make it out on those days.” says Salls.
“It is important to us to be as accessible
as possible.” n

...PEOPLE DON’T WANT
TO PAY THE SAME
CHECK AVERAGES
FOR A FINE DINING
RESTAURANT DURING
LUNCH AND DINNER.
—Gary Wollerman of GW Fins in New Orelans

Longtime journalist Jeff Ruby is a freelance
food and travel writer and the chief dining
critic for Chicago magazine.
FoodFanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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iHELP

Tap
Your
Inner
Techie
Figure out your
POS potential
to grow sales
BY LAURA YEE

❱ Here’s a
secret that
everyone
knows but
few admit.

You aren’t maximizing
the potential of your
point of sales system
(POS). But it can make
a significant difference
in sales, service and
profitability if you
understand what it
can do to power
your business.
Use this chart to get
started and then go to
FoodFanatics.com for
more details. You’ll be a
champion of your POS
system in no time. n

Be efficient and tech savvy at the same time

WHAT’S YOUR POS PERSONA?
Your POS system can
be so much more than
a cash register.

NONUSER

Did you know servers
add customer data
every time they place
an order in the POS?

“Avero gives me data and
answers to help me make
informed decisions to…
improve our business
at every level, product,
process and profit.”
- Bar & Grill Managing Partner, New York, NY

If you’re still crunching numbers or guestimating,
you’re not digging. A wealth of data awaits you.

LIGHT
WEIGHT

Your POS can track
weekly sales to show
busier and slower
periods. The data can
help achieve more
efficient and costeffective staffing.

DATA JUNKIE

Your POS can
provide data that can
help lower overall
operational costs.

Sales data over time can
reveal the most popular
menu items so you never
run out on busy nights. It
can also provide insight
on inventory to reduce
waste.

Richer data can be found.
Just dig a little deeper.

A good POS system
can pinpoint the most
profitable menu items,
information that can
help in other areas.

AVERO EVERY DAY

Sales data from the
POS can identify the
highest performing
servers, information
that can be used
to reward and
incentivize.

Data from the POS can
be used to customize
staff training since
it can identify menu
sales strengths and
weaknesses.

To get even more
from your POS
system, go to
FOODFANATICS.COM

CONTACT YOUR US FOODS® REPRESENTATIVE NOW
TO LEARN MORE.
© 2017 US Foods, Inc. 10-2017-FOF-2017100205
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PR MACHINE

Sharp ideas to get butts in seats

WILD ALASKAN POLLOCK
VERSATILE. SUSTAINABLE.

Sites
Unseen

Give your restaurant website
the makeover it deserves
BY JODI HELMER

Traffic to Ataula’s website increased after a refresh.

❱ Cristina Baez knew the website
for her Spanish tapas spot, Ataula, 01 ❱ CHECK OUT DIY TEMPLATES
website-builders like Go Daddy, Wix
in Portland, Oregon, was far from DIY
and Squarespace not only cost less than
perfect when it launched in 2013. hiring a web developer, they offer pre-

Knowing the site was cluttered, text
heavy and difficult to navigate, Baez let it
serve as a placeholder while she focused on
overseeing the food and service with her
husband, Chef-owner Jose Chesa.
“It didn’t do a good job of showing guests
what they could expect if they came to the
restaurant,” she admits.
After debuting a fresh website last year
with more photos, less text and simplified
navigation, customers took notice.
“We get a lot of people coming in and
telling us that they decided to dine with us
because of what they saw on our website,”
Baez says.
A restaurant’s virtual presence is an
essential extension of its brand, a fact
often overlooked by operators even as
2018 approaches, says Brian Cotlove, head
of business development for BentoBox, a
New York company that helps restaurants
improve their online presence.
“Restaurant owners work so hard to
create a great guest experience, but the
industry is doing a poor job of extending
that experience to the digital realm,”
says Cotlove.
Here are seven tips to create a better
online experience for guests.
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formulated templates designed specifically
for restaurants. Depending on your
selection, all you’ll need to do is upload
your information.
Thinking Yelp or Facebook is enough to
serve as your digital presence is a grave
mistake, says Cotlove. “You have no control
over what appears on these sites,” he says.
“The menu might not be accurate, and the
photos could be poor.”

02 ❱ MAKE IT MOBILE-FRIENDLY

Although the National Restaurant
Association has found that 83 percent of
diners look up locations, directions and
hours on their smartphones or tablets,
fewer than 5 percent of restaurants have
mobile-friendly sites. According to Cotlove,
that’s the “equivalent of putting a sign on
the door that guests can’t read.”
Baez created a mobile site for Ataula
during the redesign that includes basic
information and a menu. “We kept
(the mobile site) short and to the point,”
she says.

03 ❱ DITCH THE PDFS

When Alex Konstantinidis opened Greek
on Cary in Richmond, Virginia, in 2012,

AFFORDABLE. DELICIOUS-ABLE.

he uploaded a PDF of the printed menu to
his website. Not only did guests have to
squint to read the text, the menu was often
outdated because uploading it was a pain.
A 2017 website redesign swapped in
HTML menus for the old PDFs, taking
care of both problems. “Now I can change
one thing, like adding a special, without
changing the entire menu,” he says.

WILD CAUGHT

04 ❱ USE A MIX OF PHOTOS

ALASKAN POLLOCK

Photos tell a visitor more about the
restaurant than written descriptions, so
steer clear of stock photos or personal
shots and hire a professional photographer.
Experiment with different photographic
styles. Overhead shots of a chef preparing
signature dishes can be just as effective
as close-ups of the food, but Cotlove
recommends a good mix of food,
atmosphere, staff and guests.

DELIVERS ON THE
SUSTAINABILITY

05 ❱ ADVERTISE EXTRAS

applications from tacos to

Include links for private events and
catering services. Cotlove says some
BentoBox clients experienced 20 percent
increases in revenues when these features
were added. “Rather than a catering
director taking calls from 9-to-5, orders
and inquiries can come in 24/7,” he says.

your customers demand and
the versatility you need for
your menu. It’s mild flavor
works in a variety of menu
sandwiches to fish and chips
and more!

06 ❱ FOCUS ON SEO

Catering inquiries at Greek on Cary
tripled since Konstantinidis launched his
new website earlier this year. The reason?
Search engine optimization. Hiring an
SEO expert to optimize your site might not
be cheap, but it’s a proven way to show up
more frequently in search engines, which
drives traffic to your site.

07 ❱ KEEP IN TOUCH

Including links to social media accounts
like Instagram, Twitter and Facebook is a
given for any restaurant website. Adding an
email or newsletter sign-up keeps the lines
of communication open with customers for
sharing information about special events
or new menu offerings, thus ensuring
repeat visits and higher sales. n

Visit tridentseafoods.com
for more information.

ON THE

shrink food costs is critical. One method:
build dishes around low-cost, filling
grains like noodles or rice, which can yield
huge savings.
“Grains can be turned into something
much greater than the sum of their parts
and fetch a significant guest check,”
says Adam Weisblatt, co-owner of Thai
restaurant Same Same in Los Angeles.
The restaurant’s most popular dishes
also cost the least to produce. Pad Thai, ba
mee yolk jae (vegan jade noodles) and khao
pad prik goong (spicy prawn fried rice) sell
for $14 or less, but their food costs are less
than 25 percent.

Be Prepared to Pivot

Adding brunch service seemed like a
sure way to draw crowds to Bare Bones
in Raleigh, North Carolina. Instead,
operating hours expanded, labor costs went
up and revenues declined 20 percent.
“We offered a limited lunch menu during
brunch service and lost our core lunch
crowd,” says Gaurav Patel, founder and
CEO of Eschelon Experiences, which owns
Bare Bones.
After three months, revenues at Bare
Bones rebounded when it discontinued
brunch and brought back its regular lunch
menu. The lesson: focus on getting the
word out and allocating proper staffing. If
sales still slide, go back to what worked.

SWING

Strategies to
overcome a restaurant
downturn
BY JODI HELMER

Go Beyond the Dining Room

Opening a prime location in downtown
Charleston, South Carolina, inside the
Renaissance Charleston Historic District
Hotel ensured 1KEPT would draw tourists.
But to boost repeat business, Chris Adams
introduced a picnic lunch-and-blanket
package for diners headed to the beach that
proved popular with locals as well.
“We’re still part of the experience even
when guests aren’t in our dining room,”
says Adams, who owns the restaurant.

or “A Massive Restaurant Industry Bubble
is About to Burst” to realize these are
trying times.
Management turnover is at its highest
rate in a decade and sales have declined for
the last six consecutive quarters, according
to restaurant consulting group TDn2K.
Rather than wait for an economic
upswing, creative operators are proactively
reversing the tide. Here are nine strategies
to help you thrive during uncertain times.

Push Items With Lower Food Costs

Check averages have increased only 2.2
percent since 2016, according to TDn2K,
which means finding creative ways to
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❱ Chefs and owners don’t need headlines
such as “The Restaurant Recession Arrived”

Create an Aura of Exclusivity

By building a strong mailing list of
customers, Chef-owner Paul Fehribach
of Big Jones in Chicago has created a
community and a sense of exclusivity.
His Big Jones Bourbon Society, a group
of whiskey lovers with 2,000 members,

Big Jones Chef-owner
Paul Fehribach, opposite
page, has ridden out
uncertain economic times
by controlling cost of
goods. Above, Elder Perez
creates cocktails to fit the
Southern concept.
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“Paying a lesser price for a product makes
it seem like the regular price is a rip off,”
says Weisblatt. “It creates a sense of value
that you’re getting something you can’t get
all the time.”

Offer Online Ordering

receive special benefits, such as
complimentary pours of the Whiskey of the
Month and invitations to special memberonly events.
“When guests fill out their cards for our
VIP list, we also ask for their birthday and
anniversary, and during those months they
get e-cards with an invite for a drink on us,
or if they bring a party of more than eight, a
homemade cake by us for their celebration.
This all adds up to more loyalty.”
Limited access to innovative dining
experiences also builds urgency and leads
to impulse purchases. After Mura in
Raleigh, North Carolina, announced $75
tickets for a one-night-only “wine versus
sake” dinner, the event sold out within
hours. A subsequent reservation-only farm
dinner generated equal interest.
“With monthly events, there is a sense
of, ‘Oh, I’ll catch it next time,’” says Patel
of Eschelon Experiences, which also owns
Mura. “But people don’t want to miss out
on an event that only happens once or
twice a year, especially when seating is
limited.”

Watch Costs, Skip Discounts.

Deandra Daviston, top, interacts with guests at Big
Jones while owner Paul Fehribach ensures Marketa
Lucas preps a dish to specification. Staff training
is essential to ongoing success regardless of the
economic climate.

While happy hour deals can help attract
new customers, Same Same finds the cheap
eats crowd often bounces after ordering
discounted food and drink. Instead, the
restaurant offers certain dishes only at offpeak times.

Consumer demand led Red Robin to
introduce online ordering in April 2017.
Jason Rusk, vice president of alternative
platforms for the casual dinning chain,
believes it is drawing customers who lack
time to dine in.
Thanks to this new push, 18 percent
of Red Robin’s to-go orders now come
through the platform, with check averages
outpacing phone orders.
“Consumers want control over their
dining experiences,” Rusk says. Online
ordering “(allows) Red Robin to be
everywhere our guests want us to be.”

Reward Loyalty

Thanking customers for their
patronage goes a long away—90 percent
of operators say loyalty programs give
them a competitive edge, according to the
National Restaurant Association.
The loyalty program at The Main in
Norfolk, Virginia, offers one point for every
dollar spent on food, earning diners a $20
credit after 200 points. The offers include
perks such as call-ahead seating so regulars
can skip lines during tourist season.
“Loyalty members have a greater
visit frequency,” says Kathy Turley, The
Main’s director of restaurant and loyalty
marketing. “We anticipate that it will boost
business by creating repeat guests.”

MONOGRAM
BOXES COMPLETE
YOUR MASTERPIECE

Emphasize Service.

At 1KEPT, servers go through rigorous
training that includes spending time with
the chefs, farmers and producers to better
understand food prep and ingredient
sourcing. Then they’re expected to share
their knowledge with guests.
“Knowledgeable servers take service
to the next level and can increase guest
checks,” Adams says. “Good service brings
people back and makes them regulars.” n

Jodi Helmer is a freelance writer whose work
has appeared in the Wall Street Journal,
Fast Company and The New York Times.

For more information, contact your US Foods Representative
or Save Time. Order Online! usfoods.com
© 2017 US Foods, Inc. 07-2017-FOF-2017062203
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DEAR FOOD FANATICS

Seasoned advice on the front and back of the house

I only seem to drive traffic to my
restaurant when I advertise discounts
or coupons. What am I doing wrong?

CATCHING QUALITY
AROUND THE WORLD

Look at the way you’re promoting yourself. Coupons and
ads aren’t enough. Use social media platforms to get more
eyes on your discounts, and let those followers spread
the word. Turn your focus to the quality and variety of
the products you sell. Make sure your marketing message drives home
your ethos so that it aligns with what customers are looking for, such as
buying local or “natural” ingredients. Be conscious of the “give to get”
strategy, too. It’s OK to run a special on draft beer, but don’t discount
another food item at the same time. The point of the bar discount is to
compel diners to buy complementing food items (like wings).

Q. I have a Facebook page, but it
doesn’t really work. Should I waste my
time with social media?
A. Many restaurateurs still don’t see the
benefits of social media, in part, because they
don’t know which platforms their diners are
using. Let your customers determine which social
channels you should invest the most time in. The
fastest-growing demographic on Facebook, for
example, is 45- to 54-year-old women; on Twitter
it’s 55- to 64-year-old women. These people have

money, like to eat out, make most of the dining
decisions and tend to remain loyal to restaurants
and brands. Use social media to promote your
existing marketing efforts and to create awareness
of what you do in a fun and engaging way.

Q. My email is blowing up about dishes
tasting different from one day to the next. How
can I get my cooks to be more consistent?
A. Create a recipe book with each menu item
detailing ingredients, preparation techniques,
portions, plating and pictures. Set your staff up
for success with the proper equipment, dishes,
ladles, etc., leaving nothing to chance. Once you
have this all set up, make sure each team member
is properly trained and follow up with spot checks
along with coaching and feedback.
Q. It’s become obvious to me that meatless
dishes are not a passing fad. What are some
easy ways to incorporate onto my menu?
A. Look at your current prep list first. Some
vegetables are “meatier” than others. Those
sturdy vegetables can be the star, especially if
they are seasonal. Winter means squash, which
can be cut like a steak and roasted with spices
you might be using for other proteins. Slice

Got a question for the Food Fanatics?
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cauliflower similarly for the same approach, and
pair these items with protein-rich grains, such
as quinoa.

Q. The holidays are around the corner
and our private dining people are selling
the hell out of our space. What’s the best
approach to staffing?
A. Ratchet the pay scale based on the staff
involvement and the amount of parties they work:
the more responsibilities and the more parties
that they worked, the higher the pay. n

FOOD FANATICS

Seattle-based Janelle
Lhotka is a Restaurant
Operations Consultant for US Foods, a
role that allows her to
share her unbridled
passion for wine, food
and the industry with
restaurants to help them succeed. Follow her
on Twitter @janellelhotka

Send your challenges, comments and suggestions to ask@FoodFanatics.com.

Sourced from all over the world – Harbor Banks® brings a complete selection of the best
wild-caught and farm-raised fish and seafood to your kitchen. Harbor Banks is committed
to providing consistency, quality and integrity. This includes products that are a part of
our Serve Good™ program of items that are responsibly sourced or contribute to waste
reduction. Contact your US Foods® Sales Representative to learn more.

© 2017 US Foods, Inc. 10-2017-FOF-2017100205

Q. I’m taking over my family’s restaurant.
I have experience in business, but not
specifically in restaurants other than running
the register and bussing tables when I was a
teenager. What should be my top priority?
A. Your question will likely get different
answers depending on whom you ask, but most
evolved owners will tell you it’s all about customer
service. Treat your customers right and they
will be forgiving; treat them badly and they’ll go
elsewhere no matter how good your food might
taste. Read “Setting the Table: The Transforming
Power of Hospitality in Business,” (Harper
Perennial, 2008) by Danny Meyer. It remains the
gold standard.

sweet on
SOURS
The
craft
beer sc
ene takes a wild turn

❱ Sour ale,

one of the oldest beer styles in history,
is making a comeback, generating better
flavors and more balance than ever.
On the heels of the country’s craft beer
boom, brewers and drinkers are taking a
renewed interest in ancient styles, making
sour beer one of the most multifaceted
categories on the market.
Prized for producing a spectrum of
flavor profiles as varied as wine, this
ever-evolving beer style has been gaining
traction at bars and restaurants since the
early 2000s with no signs of slowing down.

Sour Notes

Characterized by their tart, acidic flavor
profiles imparted using wild yeast cultures
and bacteria like lactobacillus, pediococcus
and brettanomyces, sour beers employ an
archaic brewing method dating back to
the 17th century. From fruity lambics aged
with cherries or raspberries, salty goses
infused with coriander or acidic Berliner
Weisse wheat beers, sour beers encompass
a wide pantheon of styles and flavors.
“There are fundamentally two types of
sours: sour ales, which most commonly
use bacteria like lactobacillus and
pediococcus, versus wild ales, which
usually use brettanomyces, giving more
of an earthy quality to it,” says Wolfgang
Schmitz, beer buyer at Flying Squirrel Bar
in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
American wild ales, a newer category, are
spiked with additional hops, barrel-aged or
blended with other batches—all of which
toe the line between timeworn European
tradition and modern inspiration.
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New Belgium Brewing’s
Transatlanique Kriek is
winning over customers
at Pine Box in Seattle.
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Ahead of the Curve

Exposing customers to the funky new
flavor profiles of sour beers might seem
risky, but daring operators say the move
has paid off. On the heels of Minnesota’s
craft brewery explosion, owner Matty
O’Reilly started adding local sours onto
the menu at Republic, his craft beer bar
and gastropub in Minneapolis. After
offering just one or two softer sours hooked

The wine-like
attributes of
Rodenbach Grand
Cru, a sour beer,
pairs well with food
at Pine Box.

customers onto the trend, their popularity
enabled him to diversify his selections.
Now, he offers up to 14 sour beers at a time.
IPAs and lagers now share equal tap
space with sours at Republic, ranging from
an apricot Berliner Weisse from Colorado’s
Funkwerks to the bracingly acidic
SeaQuench from Dogfish Head, made with
black limes and sea salt.
Getting customers on board is all about
managing expectations, he says. Sweeter,
fruitier and more floral beers are more
approachable “gateway sours,” like Roselle
from Fair State Brewing Collective: a
smooth and balanced hibiscus kettle sour.
From there, you can introduce more exotic
styles like Bent Brewstillery’s Grew It!, a
heady sour with ginger, basil and mint.
Tasting often and sourcing with a
discerning palate can educate staff and
help with selling. Six-ounce beer flights are
another way he’s been able to make sours
less intimidating for the uninitiated.

Pairing Power

Innate tartness and tang make sour
beers ideal for food pairings, cutting
through rich, salty and spicy dishes like the
five-spice short ribs at Char Sue, an Asian
fusion restaurant in New York City. But
picking just the right sour matters.
“Sour beers can’t just be like drinking
pickle juice. It needs to have additional
depth and complexity,” says Edward Yau,
co-owner of Char Sue. “We like a sour beer
that offers the tongue a flavor profile that
continues beyond the first hit of sour.”

LAST SEEN
The striking acidity of Lagunitas’ Aunt
Sally Sour Wild Ale slices through the
smoky, spicy meat at Char Sue in New
York City. Gastropub Pine Box in Seattle
rotates a handful of sours, including
Ecliptic’s Carina Peach Sour.

He says the ideal sour contains some
hops, fruit and a potent finish with an
aftertaste that doesn’t linger too long. For
the short ribs, Yau reaches for Transmitter
Brewing’s W7 Berliner Weisse, a sour
with floral and spicy hop notes. “Every sip
should tell a story. After all, sour beers are
the ‘wild’ ones,” he says.
Schmitz of Flying Squirrel Bar says
fruitier sours harmonize nicely with
citrus-forward dishes like blueberry-lemon
tarts; funkier wild ales are a better fit for
peppery items like arugula salad; and
acidic sours counterpoint spice in dishes
like duck confit tacos with jalapenos.
When introducing sours to newbies,
even a simple paired cheese plate can wow
guests, luring them into the world of sours
and getting wild with it. n
Matt Kirouac is a food writer and author
based in Chicago. His love for sour beers is
matched only by his love for Sour Patch Kids.
FoodFanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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BY THE NUMBERS
,
EVERY WICH WAY

Play these numbers for a bigger payout

Global flavors, classic favorites, healthier options and center-of-the-plate dishes have been influencing the fastest-growing
sandwich offerings. Here’s how they rose. Now let the surge work for you.

BREAD 234%
CHICKEN THIGH

MEAT 500+%*
TALEGGIO

CHEESE 239%
CONDIMENTS 500+%
SRIRACHA

TOPPINGS 500+%
KALE

MEXICAN ROLL
(TELERA)

BRIOCHE

PRETZEL

BISCUIT

137%

104%

104%

99%

BUTTERMILK
CHICKEN

BRAISED
PORK

PORK
BELLY

PORK
MEATBALL

368%

290%

218%

205%

HERBED
GOAT CHEESE

MANCHEGO

PIMENTO
BURRATA CHEESE

154%

154%

104%

90%

500+%

477%

460%

287%

BACON JAM

GREEK YOGURT

RED PEPPER
SAUCE

ONION
JAM

500+%

500+%

261%

233%

QUINOA

KIMCHI

DAIKON

BEETS

SOURCE: Datassential Keynote Sandwich Report, based on 1,600 respondents,
documenting the fastest growing sandwich ingredients over the last four years.

* Denotes more than 500 percent.
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When Miss Vickie first started making potato chips, she relied on
farm-fresh ingredients. Today, that approach inspires our commitment
to not use artificial flavors or preservatives.

ILLUSTRATION BY KANNY YEONG

NAAN

For more information and to order, please contact your
local representative or visit us at MissVickies.com.

Taste

Elevated.
Chefs know Sterling Silver. Each cut- carefully sourced and
hand-selected. Flavorful. Tender. Juicy. That’s Sterling Silver.
S T E R L I N G S I LV E R M E AT S . C O M
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